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ESTIMATING ECONOMICALLY OPTIMUM NITROGEN RATES BY
INCOR?ORATING NITROGEN SOIL TESTS AND 1OISTURE

FACTORS INTO STATISTICAL WHEAT-FERTILIZER RESPONSE
FUNCTIONS ON CONDON SOILS

CxiAPTER i

Fertilizer Use

For more than a century comniercial fertilizers have played

an increasingly important role in the production of food arid fiber

in the United states. In the earlier years of their use, ferti-

lizers contributed little to thc increase of yields; in part

because of limitød usage, inferio quality, and lack of u.nder

standing of prcer application methods. Also, in ihe earlier

years of this country's growth the soils were not grotly depleted

from their original fertile conditions

from b million tøn IL 193+ to nore than

This phenomenal increase helps explain th

The us of fertil:Lzers in the United States has increased

million tons in 1953.

"dynamics of the

agricultural 5Ui fmction". i'iot only has total fertilizer
use increased over this eriod but also there has been a rapid

increase in the percentage of the la.nt nutrient content. For

instance, the ercentae of crot yield attributable to the use
of fertilizers in 1927 ac estimated to be 16%. In l954 the

estimate WaF 27% (3, p. l25) It scorns remarkable that more

than one fourth of oür food supply cones from cornr"ercial



fertilizers.

The use of commercial fertilizers has significance beyon

the consideration of present food supply. Since fertilizers

now being used to auch a great extent, they have essentially

provided farmers with means of substituting for other limited

resources. Thus farmers can produce the same quantity of food

with less labor, less land, less tractor fuel and less of many

of the other resources used in agriculture. The resources

ich are no longer required to produce essential food and fiber

can be transferred into other industries, to produce appliances,

oars, highways, television sets, and other goods and services

deemed necessary in our economy. Thus fertilizers might well be

regarded as essential ingredients in our economic growth "mix".

It is important that a continuing and adequate supply of them

be insured to future generations.

Nitrogen and Plant Growth

Of the various nutrient elements commonly applied to the

soil, nitrogen is the most abundant in nature. Although the

amounts of nitrogen available in the soil are often small, the

atmosphere oontans enormous quantitee. It is estimated that

there are approximately 11+8,000 tons of atmospheric nitrogen

for every acre of land (22, p. 103).

This groat abundance, however, does not insure an adequate

supply to plants in a form which is usable to them. In fact,
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nitrogen, in the form in which it commonly exists In nature, is

not usable by plants for nutritive purposes. Nature has, bow..

ever, provided several methods of converting nitrogen into usable

forms. One important process involves the action of certain

symbiotic and nonsymbiotic bacteria which "fix" nitrogen in the

soil. Another process is involved with lightning during electric

storms. The nitrogen thus converted is usually brought to the

soil with rain which uay fall during or after the electric storm.

A third "natural" process involves the decomposition of manures

of various types. Still another source of nitrogen, in a form

usable to plants, is the combustion of fuels in our residential

and industrial furnaces. This is not exactly a natural source;

but it is, the less, quite significant in some areas

(22, p. 120-131, 292..297).

Much of the nitrogen in the soil is part of the soil organic

matter, but as such it cannot be utilized by the plant. The

organic matter is decomposed by soil organisms which release

nitrogen or ammonia. These two forms are then oxidized into the

nitrate form of nitrogen. As might be expected, the action of

these organisms and the chain of events which yields the nitrate

form of nitrogen is determined largely by conditions of moisture,

temperature and soil acidity. But nitrate nitrogen is transient

in nature, and the amount in the soil varies greatly in comparison

to most other elements (1, p. 7), These facts make necessary a

greater concern with controlling the amount of' nitrogen available
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to plants tha: of most other commonly applied elements.

Nitrogen iS a constituent of plant protoplasm and is there

fore very much involved in plant growth. An adequate supply is

necessary for vigorous growth. However, excesses or shortages

can have depressive effects on yields. An excess of nitrogen

stimulates vegetable growth which may result in delayed maturity

and even a decrease in fruitfulness. Shortages, on the other

hand, may result in an elongation oi root systems but a stunting

of total plant growth often occurs (22, p. l03l05).

The Use of Nitrogen Fertilizers

Recognition of the importance of nitrogen to plant growth

and the need to supplement the irailab1e nitrogen in the soil

from an economic and readily available source has caused a

tremendous surge in the consumption" of nitrogen fertilizers

in recent years. The use of commercial nitrogen fertilizer in

the United States had increased from an average of about kS+,OOO

tons of available nitrogen per year in the l9kOl91f1+ period to

2,672,000 tons of available nitrogen in 1958 (30). A similar

increase has been evident in Oregon where, during the same period,

the usage of available nitrogen from commercial sources increased

from 2,kO0 tons to +1,689 tons (30). The United States Department

of Agriculture estimates that, for the five counties representing

the Oregon portion of the Columbia River Basin wheat area, approxi-

mately 1,333 tons of dry nitrogen and 9,01f6 tone of liquid nitrogen

were used in 1960. At current prices of these two fertilizer



types, the groea value of the fertilizers used in these five

counties might well be in excess of one and one half million

dollars per year. This represents a rather large expenditure

for a single resource to be used in this particular area and

might partly justify a concern for an economic utilization of

this resource.

5



CHAPTER II 

STATENENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The rapid increase in fertilizer use in recent years is due, 

in part, to the existence of certain governmental acreage control 

programs. Economically it has become more and more important for 

the individual farmer to get large yields on reduced acreages 

alloted to wheat growers. At the same time farmers have found 

land values and consequently property taxes increasing. Labor 

and machinery costs have also advanced rapidly. Because of this 

"cost-price" squeeze, farmers have bad to think twice before 

allocating resources in their production. 

Risk and Uncertainty in Fertilizer Use 

Even in the light of the well publicized costprice squeeze, 

many farmers would do well to use more fertilizer than they are 

now using because of the generally favorable ratio between 

fertilizer costs and product received (3, p. 127). Yet many 

farmers hesitate to use fertilizers because of the risk and 

uncertainty involved. Often they do not have a clear under- 

standing of what responses can and should be expected from 

fertilizer applications. This uncertainty exists partly because 

For a recent example of an empirical verification of this 

commonly believed notion, cf. IIyron E. Writh. Production 

Responses to Aricultura1 Controls in Four Nichigan Farming 

Areas in 195k. Unpublished M.S. Thesis, Department of Agri- 

cultural Economics, Niebigan State University, 1956. p. k6. 
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recommendations are often made in very general terms. When a

farmer tries and is apparently unsuccessful in obtaining expected

yield increases, hi confidence in the recommendations, as well

as the value of fertilizers, is diminished. It will be seen in

Chapter 7 that an application of 50 pounds of nitrogen under one

set of conditions will give sharp yield increases, whereas t1e

same application will give drastic yield reductions under another

Bet of conditions, The reasons for the differences in response

are probably numerous. However, the effects of some of the more

important factors can be isolated. With the isolation of these

factors it is possible to predict, with some accuracy, the most

economical application. If these predictions can be made with

"sufficient" accuracy, it is conceivable that more fertilizer

would be used than i presently being used; and, parenthetically,

it might bring a higher level of income to those benefittd by

this information. If incomes in general did not rise frorii

further production increases, an is often the case in agriculture,

at least there would be certain resources freed to move into

other sectors of our economy.

For these and other related reasons it would seem that there

is a need for improved information to be given to the farmers

upon which their decisions might be based, Some of our research

must then be conceived in an effort to estimate more accurately

the underlying production parazneters. in other words, in the

interest of helping farmers to reduce the risk and uncertainty
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involved with their many fold management decisions it should be

the responsibility of reserachers in the agricultural experiment

stations to define more clearly the significant variables in the

production function and specify as accurately as possible just

what the value of these production coefficients are under

specified conditions. And even though we may not give the farmer

the coefficients of the production iunetion, as such, we should

at least present him with recommendations based upon these more

closely defined variables.

Much of the work done in the area of soil testing and crop

response has been to reveal the underlying physical relationships

that exist. Of course, knowledge of these relationships is basic

to the xtenaion and correlation of our knowledge in other related

areas. But it mu also be remembered that the end product of

most of our research is in economic applications. Still, much

our research has lacked a basic economic orientation. This is

to imply that researchers have sometimes failed to develop the

economic implications of their results. Thus we have seen infor.-

xnation relayed to farmers couched in terms of "maximum yield"

recommendations rather than in terms ttecouomic optimum

The importance of this statement need only to be mentioned to

be seen, for it is known that maximum yield recommendations

are seldom consistent with the goal of max: profits.



that we might broaden the "b

CHAPTER III

OBJgCTIVEB CF TJ-I STU]Y

General Discussion

There has been considerable discussion and work done in an

effort to devise methods of analysis in production economics to

enhance the predicting ability of researchers by means of

statistical yield response functions. Some of the earliest

efforts in this regard were made in Iowa using data from the

results of single experiments (1). Of course relationships

deduced from the results of single experiments under specific

and local conditions are of questionable value when extended to

other conditions. At least recommendatIons must be formulated

ith extreme care,

it is possible to show, and it has been shown, that the

"average" production function generated from a number of experi

ents over a number of years will give tlic best possible

estimate of the true relationship if no other information is had

in advance (5). If such experiments were formulated so as to

y more than one factor at a time it might be that a "best

possible" function (surface) could be estimated where these

factors were known in advance by the farmers. This ic to imply

of our experiments to include

several specific conditions thus giving us the advantage of
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having more applicability to conditions encountered on many farms.

perinients could be conducted over various soil dopths while

simultaneously varying conditions of soil moisture, rainfall and

fertilizer applications. Thus the conditions might he simulated

wherein not only the direct effects of such factors as soil depth

and fertilizer application rates arc observed but also the inter

acting effects of all of these conditions upon yields. These

interactin; effects are often as important, or more important,

than the so.-called direct effects. Because of their significance

they have important bearia upon the effoctiveas o± fertilizer

reconimenclations.

Any one of a number of things can happen to yields as a

result of the existence of certain conditions both from direct

efZect and from indirect effects working through other variables

(25), Recommendations which do :aot take into account the inter-

action between variables can be very misleading. That is, it
might be correct to recommend an increase in fertilizer applica-

tion basd on a certain soil ctepth. But ctier £ators cust cc

considered at the same time - such as a minimum amount of avail-

able moisture or a certain level of available nitrogen already

in the soil.

A. Basis for Better Fertilizer Recommendations

One of the objectives then of this study is to analyze

certain available data with the purpose in mind of developing



and testing several types of yield redicting equations whose

accuracy would supposedly enhanced by the incorporation at

severs], quantified factors related to wheat yields. Recomrneuda-

tions relative to fertilizer application rates in Oregon have

here to fore been based almost entirely upon a test for soil

nitrogen. '1 In some cases, either fall or spring soil moisture

has been considered in conjunction with this nitrogen test (20).

However, information is woefully lacking as to the effects

(especially the magnitude) of these and other important variables

on yield responses. While there is much conflict and uncertainty

with regard to optimum nitrogen application rates under various

soil and moisture conditions, there have been many experiments

conducted to determine yield responses in. which these factors

have been (by design) dtferent but at the sane time Lca&ured.

It seems appropriate to pursue this study at this time

because of the recent development c high speed electronic

computing equipment and statistical techniques which lend them-

selves to the use of such equipment. These techniques and tools

while allowing greater detail of analysis also permit predictions

with greater precision than would otherwise be possible. Also,

some of the recently proposed methods of analysis need testing

11

A not unrelated question concerns the nitrogen soil test
itself. Nitrogen, as it is (and would be) available to the
plant during critical phases of the growing season, is
difficult to ascertain. Several methods are presently
used but their limitations are generally recognized. How
ever it would be useful (arid this is a secondary product of
this analysis) to know which of these tests gives the best
basis for yield response predictions.
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for further clues as to their effectiveness and practicability

in future research,

Finally, a development of the economic implications will be

undertaken. This is to be in determining "economically optimum"

rates of application once the basic physical relationships are

explored and determined. Optimum rates will not be computed for

each model tested due to the unwieldiness of the task and because

it is unnecessary to make these determinations for models which

are later eliminated on the basis of other criteria. There would

be no justification in relying on the results of one predictin

system when it is known that a better one exists.
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CHAPTER IV

SOURCE OF DATA

sical and Economic Conditions in the Area

Two..thirds or more of the wheat grown in Oregon is produced

in the Columbia Basin portion of the state. This area is part

of a larger wheat producing area, extending from north central

Oregon through eastern Washington and northwestern Idaho,

Generally favorable physical and economic conditions there have

led to a high degree of specialization in wheat production

(29, p. 3). For this reason this area has become known as the

Oregon wheat area. In the lower rainfall areas of the basin

where this study is more particularly centered, it is necessary

to store soil moisture by an alternative crop and fallow system.

That is, after one wheat crop is harvested in the fall, the

ground sits with the stubble and straw until spring. The stubble

gives the ground the needed protection from wind and water

erosion. The following spring the ground is plowed but left

fallow. During the summer months this ground is tilled for weed

control and for retaining soil moisture into the following

autumn. Usually, the crop for the following year's harvest is

planted in August. The wheat grows several inches above the

ground and has a fairly firm root system by the time winter snows

come. This root system gives the soil considerable protection



against erosion from the winter rains and the spring runoff of

melting snow. With two seasons1 moisture stored in this way, th.

crop can almost bo assured of maturing evon if little or no rain

comes during May and June. Any raiiis which do come, however,

usually add st1bstantially to tbe yields.

The Experiment

The data for this project was compiled from experiments

conducted in the above described area by the soils department at

Oregon State University in cooperation with the United States

Department of Agriculture. The original praject from which this

particular data was extracted was conceived in an effort to pro-

vid, a basis for accurate fertilizer recommendations under

specific conditions. The project entailed conducting experiments

in the wheat summer-fallow area of the Columbia Basin country in

northeastern Oregon. This area included lJmatilla, Morrow,

Gihiam, and Sherman counties. This area offered a wide variety

of soil, temperature, moisture, and altitude conditions ideal in

such an inclusive project.

The experiment was conducted over a period of four years

beginning in the fall of 1953 and continuing until after the

harvest of 1957. Moisture, rainfall, eoil conditions, and other

factors were observed and measured through four complete growing

cycles. The relationships between these factors and their

effects on yields were to be induced. /s is suggested by the
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le of this thesis, this analysis concerned itself only with

don soils. Condon soils in this area range in depth from

two to five feet. Altitude conditions were from 1000 to 3000

feet, Average yearly rainfall in these areas ranged from 10 to

18 inches per year, most of which comes in the winter in the

form of snow and rain.

Each year during this experimental period there were from

eight to ten farms on Condon soils which cooperated iii the study.

However, in several cases, important data were lost or not

gathered. In these cases it was either rainfall or sprinc' soil

moisture readings or both Consequently, nd all data from all

of the locations were usable in this analysis. All eight of the

locations were usable in 195k, seven out of eight locations wore

usable in 1955, six out of eight in 1956, and in 1957, data from

nine out of ten locations were usable.

In 193k, the procedure, with respect to the nitrogen experi-'

mont, was to divide each location (farm) into nine treatment

plots, applying fertilizer on four of them in the fall, and on

four of them during the spring. The one remaining plot was a

check plot; that is, no fertilizer was applied on it. Each

plot of land other than the check plot received either 20, kO,

60, or 80 pounds available nitrogen per acre. The procedure

rae the same both spring arid fall. The nitrogen applied in the

a11 was applied.just;befOrO planting. The plots previously

mtreated 'vsre treated in the spring, usually in March. AU
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applications were made by means of a belt type applicator.

The procedure was the same in the l95557 period except that

the locations were broken into 11 treatment plots. On the ten

plots used for spring and fall application, the rates varied in

increments of 20 pounds from 20 to 100 pounds per acre instead

of 20 to 80 as was done previously. Again one plot was used as

a check plot. (See Appendix I for data).

Each fertilizer treatment was replicated four times on plots

8 feet wide and 50 feet long. Farmers who applied fertilizer to

their own land were careful not to apply any on plots where the

experiment was taking place. ccept for fertilization, all

plots were handled as any other piece of land. on the farm.

The farmer used his own tiliage practices and tilled the experi-.

mental area just as he did the remainder of his lan

Soil samples were taken in the fall and in th spring. The

fall samples were gathered over a period of approximately one

month, generally just before piantin. Spring samples were

gathered over a period of about six weeks. The conditions of the

access roads and availability of personnel made it impossible to

e all samples within a shorter period time. Generally,

however, samples were taken as soon as the experimental area

was accrssible.

All of the soil samples were taken from unfertilized

plots in increments f one foot to a depth of five or bed-.

rock, whichever first. The data used in this analysis are

Check plot means that no nitrogen was applied.
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an accumulation of the contents of each (foot) increment of soil1

weighted equally, For instance, the ru:ount of nitrogen found

the soil at four feet was weighted just as heavily in the total

as was the amount found in the first foot of soil. Thus none

the figures in this data represent a corLcentrat-Lon of nitrogen or

oisture. Only when each figure is considered in relation to
soil depth is there any indication of concentration.

Laboratory analyses of various types were made. The samples

were subjected to three nitrogen soil tests; (1) the nitrate

nitrogen test, (2) the nitrifiable nitrogen test, and (3) the
ammonia test. Our statistical analysis considered each of

these three tests taken alone. It also considered combinations

of the nitrate nitrogen plus either the ammonia test or the

nitrifiable nitrogen test. Each soil sample was also tested for

it8 moisture content. The procedure again was to measure the

moisture in. each foot of soil, and to sum the overall moisture

content in the entire soil depth. Thus the data include fall

and spring moisture readings.

Rainfall gauges were kept at each experimental site. These

were attended to by either the cooperating farmer or the local

county agent. The precipitation was recorded from the time the

spring soil ear:, Ths were taken up until the time at which the

grain began to mature.

In summary then there are 30 different locations upon

Throughout this thesis the term "ammonia test" refers to a
test for zunmonium nitrogen.



which either 9 or 11 different "treatments" were made. There

are a total of 3Lfk yield observations used in this analysis

one from each treatment plot thus described. For each location

the analysis considered one fall moisture reading, one spring

moisture reading, one summer rainfall reading, and ten"different"

measurements of the nitrogen oxistant in the soil.

It would appear that there is available in the above

described experiment, data from an exceptionally detailed study.

It seems that it would thus warrant a correspondingly detailed

analysis which up to the present time has not been attempted..
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CHAPTER V

RESPONSE FUNCTIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIPS

Choosing Appropriate Algebraic Forms

One recurring problem in estimating fertilizer response

functions relates to the choice of an appropriate algebraic form.

A very large number f mathematical forms could be assumed for

the production function, Several general forms which have been

Used in the past in analysis of fertilizer experimental data

are given herewith.

(1) The exponential function. The development and applica..

tion of this function is due largely to the work of Spil].man (27),

Mitacherlish (23, p. +13-k28), Hartley (9, p. 32-Lf5), Baule

(2, p. 363385) and Stevens (28, p. 2k7-267). A choice of thi

function would imply that as fertilizer is added in units

uniform size, yields increase at diminishing rates. This function

has the characteristics of approaching, asymptotically, a maximum

possible yield. The characteristic of approaching a raximurn

yield in an asymptotic manner is often a distinct disadvantage

when nutrients are applied at very high rates. Particularly is

this true in the case of nitrogen applications under certain

conditions, Hero diminishing yields are often observed at high

rates of application.

Miother disadvantage of thia type of function is that it is
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very difficult to fit to data when several variables are included
in an analysis. However, whenever there is reason to believe that

an unknown asymptote is approached as the nutrient is added at

very high rates, an exponential function of the Nitecherlich-

Spilinian type is clearly suitable.

(2) The Power Function of Cobb-Douglas function. This

function was first applied to the analysis of production data

by Professor Paul xI. Douglas (7, p. l9..lLf). Tk'e &eneral for'n,

b1 b2 b
y = ax1 x2 ,-----, x , is linear when appropriate

logarithmic transformations are made. In this function, y is

the predicted yield, x. are the fertilizer inputs, a and b are

parameters to be estimated. The fact that this function can be

transformed to a linear form makes estimation of curvilinear

functions (with diminishing returns) possible with a very simple

least squares equation. This function can exhibit non-constant

elasticity, i.e., increasing, decreasing, or negative marginal

returns. It will not, however, exhibit these properties simul-

taneously with respect to any one input.

A. major disadvantage of the Cobb-Douglas function is that,

when b is greater than zero, the equation implies a continually

increasing yield with respect to that input factor. It reaches

neither a maximum nor a limiting output. Such an implication is

inconsistent with biological phenomena, particularly at higher

rates of nutrient application.



Variations of the ower function have been proposed

investjated to overcome 3ome of the obvious difficulties associa-

ted with the ordinary power function. Jarter (6) proposed a

modification which, while being more complicated than the Cobb-

Douglas function, would make the function somwehat more flexible

with respect to its shape. Halter (8 ) proposes a .Lunction of

the general form

in which y is the total output, x1, x2,

, ______,

x are the

Note that this function is exactly the same as the Cobb-
Douglas function when b is 0.

quantities of inputs, e is the base of the natural logarithms and

a, b1, b are parameters. This

function closely resembles the classical textbook production

function with the possibility of exhibiting increasing, decreasing,

and negative marginal returns; it can show this singularly, in

pairs, or all three simultaneously. Again estimation of the

parameters of this function require extensive calculations

especially when two or more inputs are considered. It would

ordinarily require programming for automatic calculating machines.

(3) -uadratic Forms. A simple parabolic function of the
form y = b0 + bx + b2x2, where a minus sign before b2 would

denote diminishing marginal returns, does not impose the restric-

tions common to the power functions or the exponential functions.

bxnn
xn

2].

and



It aUowo both a dec14riC and a eative arginai productivity.

The addition of a cubic terxi allows the considerations possible

in the ordinary parabolic function plus the consideration of

increasing marginal productivity. Johnson(18, p. 2829) con-
tends that the quadratic form is comparatively simple to fit by

least squares procedures; and, at the same time, it gives results

which in many cases, are equally as good as other, more compli-

cated, functions. Johnson, however, questions the logic, from

biological considerations, of implying that yields will decrease

from a maximum as fast as ther increased toward a maximum.

A variation of the quadratic form, used by Heady, Pesek and

Brown (11) in an analysis of fertilizer data, took the form of

y = b0 + b1x + b2 ri This form also allows diminishing marginal

returns (though not constant) just as does the unmodified quadrat-
ic. This quadratIc squareroot equation produces a curve which

turns down more slowly than the quadratic parabola. This form

might conform somewhat better to the implications of some bio-

logical laws; however, the function increases very rapidly at

lower rates of nutrient application. This bias may sometimes be

inconsequentij., since seldom are practical fertilizer recommenda-

tlons made which would suggest very law application rates. That

is, farmers would not bother to make any application unless at

least 15 or 20 pounds could b applied. The quadratic parabola

may be easier to fit than the square root function in some case.
(li) form free estimates. A possible approach to the problem



of selecting the appropriate algebraic form is to formulate

discrete models which include appropriate qualitative restrictions

as suggested by Hildreth (4, p. 62-75). In this approach the

investigator may forego the assumption as to form and regard each

distinct combination of independent varaibles as a different

treatment, related only through appropriate restrictions made

upon the variables.

The principal advantage of this procedure is that it avoids

some of the biases which may accrue if an inappropriate continuous

form is used. In some cases, when several types of functions are

fitted to the sanio data, the economic implications are vastly

different even though the conventional statistical criteria, such

as multiple correlation coefficients and tests of deviation, differ

very little0 ilildreth (13) proposes certain procedures for obtain-

ing estimates of points on a production surface under the assump-

tioris that the inputs are subject to diminishing returns. Work

in this area is presently being extended.

Drawing Economic Implications from Estimated Response Functions

Once the appropriate algebraic form is chosen and the pre-

dicting equation is generated, the economic implications can be

analyzed. There are many factors which should be reviewed by a

decision maker when confronted by problems of allocating scarce

resources among competing alternatives. We will here mention

only a few of the factors to be considered which are related



the problem of optimum fertilizer application.

For purposes of exposition it is helpful to assume that an

entrepreneur with limited resources will try to allocate his

resources in such a way as to maximize his total profit (gross

salea minus total costs), xi order to do this he must allocate

his resource to each possible .1tc-rnative (whether on the farm

or off) in such a way that the profit from each additional unit

of input in each enterprise is equal. This means that a farmer

with alternatives A, B, C..-.,N will put money, or other

resources, to work in his most profitable alternative A until

the point is reached that, if he were invest one more dollar

in alternative A, the return on that t dollar would be equal

to the return he could get by putting the dollar (or other

resource) into the second most profitable enterprise B. Thus ho

would continue to enlarge enterprises A and B to the point at

which one more dollar spent in A or B would return the same

profit as if be were to invest it in alternative C. In this way

he should expand the use of his resources, continuing in the

above manner to alternatives D, ,----,N, until all resources

are spent or allocated. If this is done, his profit or net

income will in fact be maximized.

It is important to renar1- while passing that rarely, if

over, do farmers or any other decision makers allocate their

resources in precisely this manner. Clearly no one has a certain

knowledge of what each existing alternative is, or what the



return will be from another dollar. Entrepreneurs often have

rules of thumb, habits, "guestimations9, and hunches which tend

to more or less approximate this classic optimum.

Presumably the farmer would have some kind of production

function available thich would indicate the returns which could

be expected from other available alternatives for his resources.

It is not always true that the farmer will have a well defined

production function available for each alternative or even one

which is formulated in mathematical terms. In fact, farmers

seldom have such information available. However, it is probably

safe to assume that they think in terms of some "mental approxima-

tion" to a classical production function in that they have some

idea as to what return they can expect from a unit of resource

input in several existing alternatives.

It is also true that for xost purposes these vaguelr defined

production functions are considered to be linear. That is, the

farmer might consider that, over the range of resource inputs

available for his use, a constant return of i.25 on the dollar
can be expected. This is opposed to the concept of a curvilinear

production function with diminishing returns which would indicate

that, over a given range of investment, the returns from each

additional unit of resource would decrease,

It is conceivable that farmers who have at their disposal

one or two well defined production functions and several vague,

mentally pictured ones, might still use profit maximizing
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techniques. Let us assume that a farmer was aware of his pro.

duction function for wheat with respect to the input of nitrogen.

if the production function for wheat yields were a quadratic

function of nitrogen, such as (5.1) we would have in symbols:

t=b0+b1N+b2N+e C

where

f = whoat yield or yield increase over checkplot

= nitrogen applied

= an error term, assumed to be normally and independently
distributed, with mean zero and variance

roni well known principles of economic8 it can be shown that

for a production function such as Equation (5.1) a simple first

derivative set equal the input-.output price ratio allows an

economically optimum solution.

If then, for the above described function, it was our pur-.

pose to solve for the value of nitrogen such that the profit

with respect to nitrogen was maximized, we would first take the

derivative of the function with respect to nitrogen. The next

step would be to set the derivative equal to the ratio of the

cost of a unit of nitrogen to the value of a unit of wheat.

Thus we would have

+ 2b2N = (5.2)

Solving foz' N in this simple example we obtain

pn/py (5.3)

2b2
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Since b2 must always have a negative sign because of the necessary

assumption that any production function has decreasing returns,

the denominator has a negative sign. If we multiply the top and

bottom of the equation by a minus one, (-.l),the equation becomes

where a positive sign is now used for b2. If no other information

about the true production function is available, an estimate of

the most profitable rate of nitrogen application can be made, if

the "correct" values for P and P are used. "Correct" values

here do not necessarily mean the actual quoted price of elemental

nitrogen or the present or future price of wheat. It simply

implies that all costs relative to the nitrogen and its applica-

tion are considered. It also implies that all factors relative

to the value of an additional bushel of wheat are considered.

Let us examine first by concept and later by example

what this means,

Ownership Status and Capital Position

One important consideration which should be kept in mind when

fertilizar recommendations are being considered is the ownership

status and capital position of the entrepreneur. LI, for

instance, a -specialized wheat farmer is an owner-operator,

does all his own work, has all his own machinery and equipment,
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has plenty of capital and sees little incentive to invest

resources outcido hi particular farming enterprise, he will

presumably make dccicions differently than he would if he were

a partowner, a share cropper, or a yeartoyear cash renter

with similar nachinery, capital and investment incentives. In

fact, if any one or any combination of the conditions mentioned

above were changed significantly, there would be a tendency on

the part of the entrepreneur to alter his decision relative to

the inputs of factors of production.

To illustrate how a tenant and an owneroperator might make

decisions in situations which were identical except for ownership

status, consider a certain tenant renting on a 2/3 crop basis

while at tho same time bearing all the costs of seed, chemicals,

fertilizer; and harvesting. That is, the tenant pays the owner

1/3 of the crop for the use of the land. Assuming the price of

wheat to be $1.80 per bushel, suppose that the tenant were to make

a certain fertilizer application which would increase the yield

by 10 bushels per acre. If he were receiving all the crop, the

gross value of this yield increase to him would be $18.00. How-

ever, as a tenant, receiving only 2/3 of this crop, the value

of the same amount of yield increase (and therefore the fertilizer)

would be only $12.00. in effect the price of wheat to the tenant

in this second situation is only $1.20 per bushel.

If the argument is clear up to this point, it is easy to

see that a farmer will judiciously apply less fertilizer in the
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situation where the effective price is $1.20, than be would in

the situation where the effective price is $1.80. This can be

recognized quickly by examining Equation (5.3) noting that as

is decreased from $1.80 per bushel to $1.20, the numerator,

and thus the value of the whole equation, becomes smaller.

Assuming the price of nitrogen to be $. per pound and the

values of b1 and b2 to be .267 and .002 respectively, the

economic optimum for the owner-operator would be 30 pounds per

acre, whereas the economic optimum application rate for the tenant

under these conditions, would be about k2 pounds. Thus in general

it is safe to conclude that tenants who rent on a share crop

basis should apply less fertilizer than owner-operators. In

fact, one should reduce the in Equation (5.3) by a factor of

(1-a) where s is the share of crop retained by the tenant,

At this point it should be pointed out that not all rental
agreements will dictate the same strategy with respect to optimum

allocation of resources. In fact if the tenant discussed above

were renting on a cash basis he would follow the same economic

strategy with respect to fertilizer as an owner-operator with

the same capital position.

Often rental agreements include arrangements such that the

landlord stands part of the costs involved in such things as

chemicals and fertilizers. When this is the case, share crop

For a more complete analysis of farm management decision
theory related to ownership status, see (io. p. k87638)
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tenants will now find that not only is the effective price of

wheat decreased but also the effective rjce (cost) of the inputs

is decreased. If a landlord's share of the fertilizer was 1/k,

the effective cost to the tenant would be $.09 instead of .12

per pound in the above example. The ratio P/P would now

effectively be .09 / 1.20 whore the tenant's share of the crop

was 2/3 and the market price of wheat again was $i.80. If the
landlord shared the same percent of the cost of fertilizer as be

received in crop, the price ratio P/P, given the above prices,

would be .12 / 1.80 or the same as that ratio used by the owner-

operator. This happens simply because the adjustments in the

numerator and denominator of the ratio, PjP, are equal and

therefore cancel each other out,

Application Costs and Harvesting Costs

For most situations where the farmer makes his own applica-

tion, it is accurate enough to consider that the labor and

machinery costs are no more for an application of 100 pounds of

nitrogen per acre than for 20 pounds. If this be the case it is

probably not necessary to make any adjustment in the ratio for
the cost of applying fertilizer. But suppose that a farmer hires

1 If a landlord agreed to pay all the costs of fertilizer the
effective price of nitrogen to the tenant would be zero. It
would therefore, pay him to try to get so-called maximum
yields. This is probably the only case whore "maximum yield"
recommendations are valid.
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a custom operator to appiy the fertilizer. If the custom rate

is $2.00 per acre plus one cent per pound (the farmer furnishes

the fertilizer) the effective cost of the fertilizer is increased

by one cent per pound. This would tend to make the optimum

allocation solution slightly less. Nevertheless, the predicted

optimum rate would be expected to maximize the profit from added

nitrogen.

A similar consideration should be mentioned with regard to

the harvesting costs. If . farmer can harvest and haul off 0

bushel of wheat at the same total cost as i1. bushel of wheat then

no adjustment in the price of wheat, P, need be made. But

suppose it costs $12.00 per acre plus $.20 per bushel to harvest

the wheat. Again the judicious farmer will reduce P by a

factor of $.20 before solving for an economic optimum,

some similar situations are reviewed in xamp1es in Chapter

7 using the production function calculated from the data ±ound

in Appendix I.

Reliabili of an Estimated Production Function

A note should now be made concerning the production function

itself. Even with a statistical production. function developed

from many observations, there still remains a certain amount of

"gamble" as to whether estimated function is the "te" produc-

tion function. Only if it is the "true" function lll these

so-called optimums be exact. If it is not the true function,
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in other words, if it does not always show the true relationships,

the expected optimum solutions will not, in fact, be truoly

optimum.. It is true thet a statistIcal production function or

yield response function is not always the "true" function simply

because there is always some discrepancy associated with the

predicted value as compared to the actual value. There may be

farmers who have experimented with different application rates

on their own farris sufficient to know approximately what responses

are to be expected. In such a case the farmer might well do

better to rely upon his own experience rather than upon recom-

niendations based upon a mathematical equation derived from t

results of experiments on several farms other than his own.

However, in the situation where little or no information is had

relative to the true response funct±on for a particular farm,

it would be best to rely upon a least squares estimate of the

true response function until more complete information is avail-

able for that particular farm.



CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS OF DATA PART I

Correlation Analysis

It is very often useful to examine the data to find whether

or not the measured observations are correlated with each other.

This often gives clues as to which steps to take in aiiy subse-

quent analysis(26, p. 160). For instance, if two or more vari

ables are highly correlated it is often useful to drop one or

more of them from a regression equation so as to avoid a distor-

tion from the effects of co-linearity.

The gross coefficients of correlation, for the data at hand,

are listed in Table 6.1. It will be noted that spring moisture

is correlated significantly with fall moisture (.69), This is

to be expected, in part, since the fall moisture content o. the

soil usually has a direct bearing upon the moisture content in

th. spring. An even more significant correlation exists between

soil depth and spring moisture (.77). There may be at least two

reasons for this phenomenon. First, the measurements represent

total moisture readings over the range o the oi1 depth. Thus

if there were any moisture in the soil at all, it would be

roughly proportional to the depth. A second reason for the

existence of such a high correlation might be that deep soils

would not be expected to dry out quite so much as shallow soils

33
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under the eax.e condution of wind, temperature and time periods.

Table 6.1 Correlation Coefficients.

* Significant at 1% level or less.

Significant i± complete independence is assumed; not signifi
cant if variables are completely dependent.

The increase in yields on the plots fertilized above yields
on plots not fertilized.

Also it should not be surprising that soil depth is more

highly correlated with spring moisture than with fall moisture.

This might be due to the fact that soil depth often becomes a

limiting factor in the storage of winter rain and snow. That

is, the winter precipitation is often sufficient to give a soil

all the moisture it can hold. This would tend to reduce the

variation in spring moisture readings between high and low winter

Spring
Moisture

Soil
Depth

Spring
Rainfall

Yield Yield
Increase

Application
Rate of
Nitrogen

Fall
moisture .69* 53* ** .31* .09 .02

Spring
rnois ture ,77* _.46** .56* .16 .02

Soil depth .23 .65* .009

Spring
rainfall .03 ,3Q* - .03

Yield 73 .11

Tiel ci

increase 1 .16
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preciptations. At the same time the moisture readings would be

forced, to parallel the soil depth quite closely. On the other

band, precipitation is seldom, if' ever, high enough in this area

during the summer months, to saturate the soil completely.

The negative correlation between spring rainfall and the

other noisture factors eenis to be due mainly to normal variations

in raiifaU patterns which occurred during the four years of' this

experiment. A high spring rainfall in one year was usually fol-

lowed by a low spring rainfall the following year. For instance

in 1953 the fall moisture readings were enera1ly above

average, due, in part, to high rainfall during the previous

spring and summer, It happened that the precipitation was below

normal the following spring. It niust be pointed out, if it is

not already clear from the description of the data, that the

moisture observations taken during any one year are not Independ-

ent of each other since weather conditions tend to be somewhat

similar from location to location in this comparatively restricted

area. This fact will have significant bearing upon any con-

clusions drawn from subsequent analysis.

The correlation between yield and the fall and spring

moistiz'e readings are also to los expected. This correlation is

probably because of the fact that high moisture readings were

generally found on deep soils, The fact that yields were high

Fall moisture readings taken in 1953 were correlated with
moisture readings in 195k and the moisture readings taken
in 195k were correlated with those taken in 1955, etc.
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where moisture factors were high may have been caused by the

fact that deep soils can retain soil moisture for longer periods

of time. Note, in this connection, the very high correlation

between yield and soil depth and the low correlation between

yield and spring rainfall.

It is interesting to observe here that neither yield nor

yield increase iz significantly correlated with the rates of

nitrogen application; at least this correlation analysis is not

sufficiently effective to detect a statistically significant
relationship between nitrogen application and yield. The

reasons for this should become apparent from the regression

analysis as it is developed.

Regression Analysis !otal Yield

It is interesting and often helpful to know that yield is

correlated with one variable or another. However, from an

economic decision making point of view, it is much more helpful

to know just how much yield can be expected from a given soil

depth, moisture reading, fertilizer application, and soil test

reading.

The method of regression provides a broad and often helpful

approach to this problem. It is broad because, within the framed

work of regression analysis, there are an infinite number of

regression equations which could be proposed in an effort to

This term "soil test readir;", unless otherwise specified,
will have reference to a test for soil nitrogen on plots
where no nitrogen applications have been made.
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estiniate the underlying parameters involved in the production

function. Thus there is a problem facing the researcher of

determining the equation which is ii some way beat or better

than other existing alternatives. The basic goal in formulating

regresion equations or predicting models is to formulate an

equation which best "characterizes" the data while at the same

time conforms to known rules of statistical logic and the

implications cf proven biological phenomena (i, p. 15).

Model Proposed for the Analysis

One mathematical predicting model recently proposed and

currently receiving considerable attention is an extension of the

ordinary least squares" quadratic polynomial equation involving

added nitrogen a one of the independent variables. The extension

or modification of this rather basic model would be to consider

yield to be a function not only of nitrogen added but also of the

nitrogen already available in tbe soil, Thus yield is to be

considered a function of the total available nitrogen in the soil,

This consideration can be made in several ways, but the unique

model presented here is that one proposed by C. G. Hildreth

(3, p. i76..l.8c).

Huldreth suggests that if the nutrients measured in the soil

by various soil tests were exactly the same as those to be added,

and,. if the measurements of the nutrients detected ware accurate,

one should conclude that the total amount of trient available

in the soil would be simpi the amount added pluo th amount



measured. In order to determine the amount of fertilizer to

apply, the farmer on reseracher would first determine the total

amount of nutrient necessary for a given yield respo1is. The

difference between this total amount and that amount already

in the soil would be made up by an artificial application. The

applied nitrogen would be assumed to replace the deficiency

pound for pound; that is if a 20 pound deficiency were noted,

a 20 pound application would bring the nutrient concentration up

to the desired level.

However, there is good reason to believe that there is a

chemical and physical difference between the nutrient in the

soil and the nutrient applied in artificial form. Iurthermore,

the quantitative aspocts of moot soil teats are not well enough

developed so that an accurate indication of the amount of nutrient

in the soil is given. Especially is this true in the case of

nitrogen, Hildreth therefore suggests that for a specific soil

type and under certain conditions, a given amount of nutrient in

the soil might replace a proportional amount of the nutrient

added. If this is the case, then the total amount of nutrient

available in the soil can be rearded as the amount of nutrient

added plus the product of an unknown constant multiplied by the

amount of fertilizer detected in the soil. This written in

symbols would be:

Y= 1(N)+e (6.1)

n + At (6.2)



where 

= total yield 

= total nutrient available in the soil 

n the amount of nutrient added 

the soil test reading 

the unknown factor of proportionality to be 
determined 

= a random disturbance. 

If Equation (6.1) happened to 130 of a linear form, then it would 

be a simple matter to estimate, by leazt squares procedures, the 

production function parameters and at the same time maintain the 

conditions expressed in Equation (6.2), However when the assump- 

tion of linearity is dropped, as is necessary in order to deter- 

mine economically optimum application rates, the procedure is no 

longor straightforward or simple. Hildreth proposed certain 

techniques for finding estimates of These are essentially 

iterative procedures requiring use of highspeed electronic 

equipment because of the burdensome computing procedures. 

One such procedure suggested and used by Hildreth (i) 

and followed in this project was to assume various values for 

over a range of possible values. For each A value assumed 

a regression equation was computed. The purpose of this was to 

converge on a value of A which would minimize the sum of squares 

of the deviations from regression. One would select the range 

over which the convergence was to be made by weighting such 
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factors as the amount of data, the type of model, the speed and

memory capacity of the computer, and the accuracy desired all
of which must be coniensurate with the money and time available

for the research. One might take extreme values such as three

at the upper limit and zero at the lower limit and move b;

increments of any desired length toward an optimum. It is pea-
sble that one could select rather large increments, say for

the first "sweep" over the range. After examining the error sum

squares for these lambda values a smaller relevant range can

be isolated. The same procedure could then be carried out over

the newly isolated range and so on until the desired ocuracy is

attained.

It wou4 be expected that as is changed within the pos-

sible" range of values the error sum of squares would also change.

If one were comparing different soil tests, one would note that

the error sum of squares approaches the same value as A

preaches zero. This is because, at this value of ,the pre

dicting equations are exactly the same. N in the model is now

equal to n because the effect of any soil test reading, no matter

how .arge or how small, is ignored. However, as takes on

positive values, the predicting equation now regards the soil

test measurement as weighted by the value of A Thus if there

is any relation between the soil test reading and the true or

actual amount of nitrogen available, the predicting equation

would supposedly he enhanced in some degree (the error sum of



squares being reduced) until such a time as a minimum is reached.

This, then, is an iterative least squares estimate of A.. At

this point, the accuracy ol' the ?redictinL model is at a maximum.

It was apparent from the data being used and the known

capacity of the computer available for this project that the

following model should be fitted for the analysis. This is the

familiar quadratic polynomial where, for Condon soils,

+ BN.S + 130N.D + B10N.R

subject to restriction

Act

where

Y = the total yield

= total available nitrogen in the soil after
an application

fall moisture

pring moisture

soil depth

R spring rainfall

nitrogen, fall moisture interaction

N.S nitrogen, spring moisture interaction

N.D nitrogen, soil depth interaction

NeR nitrogen, spring rainfall interaction

4'

(6. 3)

2)



an effect common to all variables in this
0

equation

coefficients indicating the added effects due
to the respective variables

and where

n amount of nItrogen added

A constant of proportionality

st the nitrogen soil test reading.

Results

This model was fitted to the data in Appendix I for each

of the six"different" soil test readings. The value of the

error sum of squares for the model using four of the six soil

test readings are given in Table 6.2. The values are given at

the optimum value of for each soil test. Also, values of the

regression sum of squares, the variance, and the coefficient of

determination are listed. At the bottom of Table 6.2 is listed

the corresponding values for X = 0.

Note that when the spring nitrifiable nitrogen soil test

is used as a basis for prediction, the model seems to respond

if2

There were three tests made in the fall and three tests made
in the spring making six different tests. The analytical
procedure was the same in the fall and spring. The four
readings, which were combinations of the nitrate nitrogen
test and one of the other two tests, plus the fall and
spring ammonia readings, were not considered extensively
when, in the course of finding the optimum value of , it
became apparent that the results would not be useful.

j When A = 0 the value of the model is the same for each
soil test.



a Lamoda values not determined prec.se1 Soc foot note page k7) 

most to changes in the value of 
. 

Spring nitrate nitrogen, 

on the other hand, seems to cause the model to respond least 

when A is varied. One degree of freedom may be assigned to 

k at its maximum value for purposes of testing to see 

whether it improves the estimate of the yields. It is found 

that neither the spring nor the fall nitrate nitrogen soil 

tests add any significant information when used as described 

in the above model0 However the other soil tests do add 

significantly when added at their optimum ? values. For the 

model using the spring nitrifiable test there was a decrease in 

the error sum of squares from 16273 to 119k1 when was set 

at 3.0. This decreased the variance from approximately k9 bushels 

fl This signmnt is arbitrary since no new information is 

added, and technia11y it does not require a degree of 

freedom. 

24. 3 

Table 6 Comparison 1 test readings. 

Soil Optimum Sum of S'.aree of: Variance 
Test Regression Error 

Reading 

5) 

Nitrate F 2k20k 15966 k7.9k56 .6025 
Nitro.en S 23901+ 16266 k803k69 .5951 

Nitri.. 
fiable 

F 2.3 25273 1k897 k.7337 .6291 

Nitrogen S 3.0 28229 119k1 38.8589 .7027 

Ammonia F 1.5 26k29 137k1 kl.a6'+3 .6579 

.0 24. 32 20 8.182 68 
Soil Test 

Ignored 0 23897 16273 kS.868 .59+9 



down to approximately 36 bushels. In terms of the standard devia-

tion this jE a decrease of from approximately seven bushels to

approximately six bushels.

The values the error sum of squares are plotted in

Figure 6.1 against the corresponding value . Note that each

of the four functions plotted decreases to a minimuii and then

begin to rise as
.
increases in magnitude. The wide range of

optimum A. values may be surprising. They vary all the way f om

.1 in the case of the spring nitrate nitrogen test to approximately

3.0 in the case of the spring nitrifiable nitrogen test.

On the basis of the smallest error sum of squares it would

be concluded that the spring nitrifiable nitrogen test should be

used for predicting yields with this model. However, illogical

b values tend to throw considerable doubt upon this conclusion.

The regression coefficients estimated at the optimum values ot'

can be seen in Table 6.3. Also in the same table are

listed the coefficients estimated at X = 0. This provides a

convenient comparison of the five estimates of the b values in

the model.

Whenever any of the variables in a regression equation are

changed or dropped the corresponding estimates of the parameters

change. Thus, in the case of Equation (6.3), as is varied

from zero to the optimum value of A for each soil test, the b
values change. The extent of the change is observable in

Table 6.3 by noting the estimates at = 0 end comparing these
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of the i's cboneed arked1y.

2iure 6.1, Error SUC of squaree for four soil tests incorno-
rated into Eqnation(6,1).

at an orti:um value. In some cases the resrective estimates

Tteoe clan en were of preatest

naqnituce where tte otinur value of A was in the neichhorhood
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Table 6.3. Estimates of parameters of Equation (6.1) where
four different soil tests were used and where the
soil test was ignored.

Soil Fall Spring Fall Spring Soil
Teat Nitrate Nitrate Nitri- Nitri- Test
Reading Nitrogen Nitrogen fiable fiable Reading

Nitrogen Nitrogen

or

Multiply each number inthis row by lO

B (N)

St. error

B. (F)

St. error

B3 (s)
St. ro

B4 (D)

St. error

R)

error

B6 (N2)

St. error

B7 (N.?)

St. error

B8 (NS)
St. error

B (N.D)

S error

(N.R)

St. error

8.5998 6.4393 19.0704 23.3290 6.3670

4.630 3.774 5.847 5.792 3.755

- .11166 -.16426 -.21137 -.29433 -.16545

.0784 .0741 .0600 .0549 .0739

1.4954 1.2154 3.8164 4.6768 1.2154

.7758 .6545 1.071 .9180 .6524

1.7482 1.6951 .05577 2.8k9 1,6953
.8008 .6960 1.131 .9433 .6939

1,0548 2.2b47 1.5760 -5.5353 2.2952
1.666 1.411 2.22 1.84 1.405

.05240 .77410 k.6k93 -1.5155 .77965

.8702 .7311 1,253 1.049 .7283

-.1322 -.1349 .0137k .02096 -.1342

.0353 .0388 .0132 .0130 .0388

-.03254 -.03400 -.02758 -.04900 -.03415

.0108 .0109 .009]. .00768 .0109

.01238 .01648 .01342 -.00190 .01653

.0115 .0118 .0102 .0083 .0118

.07753 .07790 .04764 .10739 .07734

.0381 .0243 .0198 .0165 .024

.04410 .04492 .06010 .03766 .04508

.0120 .0129 .010 .00850 .0124



An accurate doterination cf the optimum value for the 

model using fall and spring ammonia was not made when it was 
decided that the results might not be useful. However, an 

approximate value of was obtained which is probably within 

.2 or .3 of the optimum. Since the estimate is not exact, 

the estimates of the values are not listed in Table 6.3. 

k7 

of from 2.0 to 3.0. This is true in the models incorporating 

fall and spring nitrifiable nitrogen as well as fall and spring 

ammonia. Of particular interest is the behavior of the 

estimate of the quadratic effect of nitrogen. In the case where 

the model predicted on the basis of a spring nitrifiable test, 

the sign of the coefficient of 
N2 

was negative when was less 

than approximately 1.2. At values greater than approximately 1.2 

the value of b6 was positive. In fact in each case the estimates 

of the quadratic effect became smaller in absolute magnitude as 

increased. 

The fact that the estimate of the quadratic effect varied 

as much as it did, as A went from zero to its optimum value in 

each case, tended to throw doubt upon the reliability of the 

model for purposes of economic analysis of this data. The pos- 

sibility of such an analysis was almost completely destroyed 

when the coefficient of 
N2 

term in the spring nitrifiable nitrogen 

model Was estimated to be a positive value. Also, the fact that 

the estimates o other equally important p.rameters were somewhat 

illogical caused an abandonment of this approach. 

Thus only these few brief passing remarks are given to 

indicate the results of this analysis. However, these results 
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do riot mean that this apliroacli i inappropriate in this type o2
equation, It does mean that this approach did not work very

well With this yield and 60i1 test data which was highly variable
in riany respec



CHAPTER VII

ANALYSIS OF DATA PART II

Regression Analysis - Yield Increase

chapter describes and presents the results of a dif-

ferent appraoch to the probiei of predicting yield response

functions or surfaces. The alternative approach doscribed in

this section incorporates the method of least squares, but

predicts the yield increase on a particular location rather

than the total yiid. / Several advantages of such a procedure

come inmediately to mind. For one thing, total yield is affected

by many f which were not, or cannot be, adequately measured

under conditions of these field experiments. Yield is not only

a function of the variables measured. for this study but it is

also a function of such things as present and previous cropping

practices, presence or absence of one or many different types of

soil nutrients, lengths of growing season, temperature at

critical periods of growth (19), hail storms, and many other

important factors. In an experiment over an extended area and

time, all of the above factors vary from location to location

and fxom year to year. But they remain relatively constant

49

As mentioned earlier yield increase refers to the difference
between yield on a plot where no fertilizer in added and the
yield on a plot where a given aiount of fertilizer is added.
The yield increase data in this analysis are simply the
yields on each treatment plot minus the yield on each check
plot f or each of the 30 locations.
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between different plots at the same location.

I.f the yield increase is considered the dependent variabl

the direct effects of such variables as rainfall, soil depth,

temperature, soil conditions, etc., are, for th. moat part,

excluced from the analysis. Thus, for the data, the only

variable with any direct effect un yield response would be

nitrogen addition.

There are, in addition to the direct effects of nitrogen,

certain indirect or interacting effects to be expected. The

only independent variable which changes throughout a particular

location, is nitrogen applications. The other variables (con-

stant for a location) would affect the yield response through

the nitrogen application.

y simply subtracting the check plot yield on each location

from the yields at various rates of nitrogen application for

each location, the yield data are changed to yield increase

data. Subtracting the chock plot yield from each treatment

yielddoes not eliminate the possibility of predicting economic-

ally optimum nitrogen application rates. In fact, one would

This procedure automatically gives a zero for each check plot
observation. In a regression analysis, the degrees of free-
dom must be decreased by one for each location. In fact,
for the data presented in Appendix I, the above described
procedure requires that the degrees of freedom be reduced
by two for each check plot yield since there is a fall and
a spring application check plot on each location. Thus
with 30 locations there are 60 arbitrary zeros in the yield
increase data. Therefore the number of degrees of freedom
are 3kkm-60l, where in is the number of independent
variables in the predicting equation.



obtaii essentially the same optiiium prediction with "yield

increase" data as with tota:L yield data. This can be seen in

Fiure 7oi whore three arbitrary yield functions are represented

by A, B, and C aiid the corresponding yield increase functions

are represented by A', B', and The Atnction are tangent

the price ratio line (Py/Pn) at a, b, c, and
respectively. It will be noted (and it can be shown from theory)

that a b b anu C Thus it can be expected that

if the estimates c these factors are unbiased, the expected

value of the estimated economic optimum would be the saie for

either procedure.

Figure 7.1. A yield function, a yield increase fur.ction and
the economically optimuzu solution.

There are at least three distinct ways in which a yield

increase predicting model can he constructed. First, the
predicting equation can be forced to o tbroug. the origin.
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This baa a oertaii amount of 1o:ical justification inasmuch as

it is known that the yield incrLe will be zero where no nitrogen

is applied. This procedure destroys the condition necessary for

obtaining an unbiased estimate of the B values. However, the

eatrnotes are usually unbiased enough to be useabla fez' all

racticai. purposes.

A second feasible procedure would be to let each function

o through a particular point (be) on the yield increase axis.

stimate of the parameters by this procedure are unbiased,

but this advantage is offset somewhat by a lose of some logical

superiority.

A third procedure which can be used is simply to ignore

e zero values on the check plots and to fit a function based

yield increases observed on plots where 20 or more pounds of

nitrogen have been added. This procedure gives a lower error

urn of squares than either of the two procedures discussed

above. At the caine time this method can be justified on the

grounda that farmers are seldom interested in recommendations

below 20 pounds since the coat of application in such instances

is often more than the expected returns. However, the most

important disadvantage in this procedure from an economic

Using an unbiased procedure by fitting a yield increase
intercept did not change the results significantly with
the data of this experiment.

The error suni of squares was not decreased significantly
by this procedure in the analysis.
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standpoint Ic that the zero yield observations (check plots)

are very iriportant in determinin the majnitüde of the quadr

effect. If the.seobcervatjons" are ignored, th estimate of the

coefficient of the quadratic term tends to be a smaller absolute

any econazni interpretations based on these estinated functions.

The Model Proposed for the Analysis

After the various advantages

methods were weighed,

follow the procedure of forcinc the function throih the origin.

Furthermore i

ti = + b

was decided that the ata might be

with a continuous parabolic equation. So as to provide for
consideration all the data available for this analysis the

was decided that it would he best

following regression equation was proposed. For

tion on Condon soils, and for a specific application tie,
the predicted yield increase function is

+ bn1.t + bkn. +

b6n.D b7n.R + b8n..A + b9n..])

where

isadvantagos of the above

1

This refers to either a spring application or a fall
application of nitrogen.

be explained

given boa

(7.1)

expected yield increaoe Iron the application of i
pounds of nitroden per acre where i = 0, 20, LEO,
)u 1..J\).

magnitude. This can and does have significant irp catlo on



= pounds of nitrogen per acre

= a soil teat reading in pounds of nitrogen
acre

= spring moisture reading in inches

= fall moisture reading in inches

P = soil deth in feet

A = one (1) when the nitrogen application is made
in the spring, 0 when the application is made
in the fall

the estimated linear effect of one pound
nitrogen

= the estimated curvilinear effect Of one pound
of nitrogen

the estimated interaction effects of the
respective variables

a random disturbance.

The above model allows a test of the hypothesis that yield

increase on a given plot, with a given amount of nitrogen applied,

a quadratic function of the nitrogen applied. At the same

e it allows a test of the hypotheses that a linear relation-

ship exists between the amount of nitrogen added and Ci) the

amount of nitrogen detected in the soil before the application,

(2) the amount of fall and spring moisture in the soil, (3) the

depth of soil alo (4) the depth of the soil relative to the

amount of nitrogen detected, and (5) the time at which the

nitrogen is applied.

The hypothesis that yield is a negative, curvilinear

function of nitrogen is essential for economic analysis. The

5k

p r



quadratic variable (n) would be left in the analysis whether

or not it was later shown to be statistically significant.

The second hypothesis which can he tested in the aboye

model is that the greater the amount nitrogen already in the

soil, the less will be the yield increasing effect of future

additions of commercial nitrogen. Stating the contrapositive of

this hypothesis, we would say that the smaller the amounts of

nitrogen in the soil, the greater the yield increasin effects

of additions of nitrogen. The above model tests this hypothesis

in two ways. First, the nitrogen soil test interaction term,

the way it is formulatec. in the model, would take a negative

sign if higher soii test readings were followed by smaller yield

increases, second and pr;.:Zy realistic test is one

which makes yield increase a function of the "concentration" of

nitrogen already in the soil. A little reflection will indicate

why this might be expected to be so. First, the various measure-

ments of growing conditions used in this analysis are all totals,

That is, they meacure the total amount of moisture or nitrogen

from the surface of the soil to a depth of five feet or bed rock.

Thus, a deep soil miht have a relativ&.y h!gh soil nitrogen

reading but at the same time 1iav a relatively low concentration

of nitrogen per cubic foot of coil. For this reason it wou).d not

be expected that the net variable would be able to "detect", as

it were, the same relationship as would a variable such as n*D/st

in the above model.

35
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It would seem that, if soil depth were divided by the soil

test reading, the resulting figure would represent a fairly

accurate index o nitrogen "concentration", For instance, if a

3 foot soil had a relatively high soil nitrogen roading, say 90

pounds, the "index" would be relatively small (.0333). A very

small yield response would be expected front further application

of nitrogen. On the other hand, if a 3 foot soil had a soil

test of 10, a large index (.30) would result and, at the same

time, a dramatic yield response night be expected. Thus, if

this index were to indicate accurately the true concentration of

nitrogen in the soil, then the coefficient, b9, should take a

positive ci,;ii,

A third hypothesis to be examined here sterns from a knowledge

of the physical relationships between the activities of nitrogen

fixing bacteria and the soil moisture during the growing season.

Since bacteria require an adequate supply of moisture it is expect-

edthat oisture levele would also iave to be adequate. If mois

ture levels were not sufficiently high during initial periods,

yields could well be decreased by additions of nitrogen. This

relationship not be true for all levels of moisture, partic-

ularly the VClr high levels; but for the precipitation levels

most corrnon in eastern Oregon, it would likely hold true, The

hypotheses then to be tested are that (1) spring soil moisture

and, (2) sprin. rainfall have yield increasing effects,

It is conceivable that one of these indicators could complete-
ly overshadow the other in its irtportance in the model This
would presumably happen when one of the two variables was
greatly superior to the other in the predicting equation.



In addition to the conside

to the amount of nitrogen present, a consideration of the soil

depth relation to the soil moisture as it effects yield

respon e to nitrogen, Generally, deeper oiis hold greater

amount of moisture. This extra moisture gives bacteria longer

"produ tive" periods and. dives the plant greater growing poten-

tial. Thus, icr Condon soils, which are iive feet deep or less,

in areas where adequate moisture during the growing is critical,

yield esponses would. be expected to be ;'reater on deeper soils

and an'iller on shallower

av

decre

a high fall moistur

applied tion of nitrca:en,

during the fall an Cnsuing

how ev

li during the fOilOWj

.ght well result.

ion of soil depth in relati

or soil raoistue in the fall, it is not ell established

what j a effect wouid be. Some researchers (k) have indicated

that a high moisture level is desirable in the fall so as to
insure maximum growth of the plant be±'ore winter aiows come.

Other researchers suspect the. t th±:. not b the case, If

may he exactly the opp

reading were be accompanied by a heav;

ank rowth would likely result

The result in yields,

A rank stand of wheat

r, significant yield

3?

ill r quire greater amounts to ensure maturity

grain during the following summer. Therefore, i the

,e moisture rae not high enough to sustain the



Results

Evaluation of Soil Test Readings

ii as much as one of the purposes of this study was to

evaluate the nitrogen soil tests presently available and in use,

the abpve described model was fitted separately for each nitrogen

test, In fact, since some recommendations are based upon a

combination of two of these readings, these "combination&t were

also tested. There are presently three types of tests used to

detect soil nitrogen. The three tests are for nitrate nitrogan,

nitrifiable nitrogen, and ammonia. Recommendations are sometimes

made from the result of adding the nitrate nitrogen test to the

results of the nitrifiable nitrogen test or to the ammonia test.

Thus our analysis covers essentially ten different tests - five

fall tests and five spring teats.

In Table 7.1 are listed the error sum of squares, the

variance, and the coefficient of determination for the model

where the typo ci' nitrogen soil test is varied over the teU

different alternatives. By comparing the values of the error

sum of squares or the variances, (noting the smallest values

in eaci case) it will be seen that the nitrate nitrogen test

seems to give the best results whether one is interested in a

fall or a spring application, In other words, where a spring

application is to be made, the results of this study indicate

that a nitrate nitrogen soil teat reading should be used for

58
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Table 7.1. Summary of statistics for comparing the predicting
ability of Equation (7.1) using ten different
nitrogen soil tests.

purposes of making application rate recommendations. The variance

of the model using the spring nitrate reading was 21.7342 as

coinpard to 25.0041 where spring ammonia was used. The poorest

indicajon of nitrogen present, based on its ability to predict

yield response through this model, is nitrate nitrogen plus

nitriliable nitrogen with a variance of 33.6300. Thus the spring

readings in order oZ their apparent superiority are nitrate

nitrogn, ammonia, nitrate nitrogen plus ammonia, nitrifiable

nitrogen, and finally nitrate nitrogen plus nitrifiable nitrogen.

Idontiy Season Error
sS

Variance R Sum of Squares Standard
of Regression Deviation

Nitrate Fall 8686.5 31.5873 .580 12018.2 5.6203
Nitrogen Spring 5976.9 21.7342 .711 14727. 4.6620

Nitri..

liable Fall 8794.5 32.0964 .575 11910.2 5.6654
Nitrogen Spring 8'+i%k 30.7128 .594 12289.3 5.5419

Ammonia Fall 9447.2 34.4785 .kk 11237.3 5.8718
Spring 6851.2 2.00k1 .669 13853.5 .000k

Nitrate
plus Pall 9187.7 33.5679 .556 11517.0 5.7938

Nitri.-

liable
Spring 9214.7 33.6300 .555 11490.0 5.7914

Nitrate
plus

Ammonia

Pal]. 9510.1
Spring 7968.

34.7081
29.0818

.541

.615
11194.6
12736.2

5. 8914

5.3928
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The results of this study would give no justification for

the use of a fall eoil test reading to predict yield responses

from aspring application if a spring reading can be obtained,

This is seen by comparing the variance of the model using a soil

test taken in the fail with the variance of tho model using the

corresponding soil tests taken in the spring. In almost every

case the variance is higher where a ±'al? reading is used in the

model. The only justification for the use of a fall reading

would be if it were impossible to obtain a reading n the spring

before it was time to make the fertilizer application. Then it

would be better to uoe a fail reading rather than to use no

indicaitor at all.

If a fall application is desired, the results of the fall

nitrate nitrogen test should b used. L The variance where

this reading was used was 31.587k as compared to 32.096k when

the fal nitrifiable nitrogen test was used and 33.5679 when a

combination of a nitrate nitrogen and nitrifiable nitrogen test

was used. The poorest indicator of nitrogen present is apparently

a nitrate nitrogen reading pius a test for ammonia. The variance

in this case was 3k.7081. It might be added, however, that as

far as fall readings are concerned there is not much basis for

favoring any one of these indicators even though, from the

It would be impossible to use a spring reading to indicate
the optimum rate for fall application unless the results
oi' a test made in previous years was relied upon. However,
this model has no basis for using the results of readings
other than current ones.



evidence posed here, the fall nitrate nitrogen test has a slight

superioiity.

The Pe4icting Equation Based upon the Spring Nitrate Nitrogen
Soil Peat Reading

Since both fall and spring nitrate nitrogen readings seem

to perform best through this predicting equation, these two

equations may be examined in greater detail. In particular,

since the spring reading appeared to be the better of the two,

it will be considered first. The equation, with its appropriate

coefficients, is

t -.272!58n.0011383 .022291n.F + .021837n'S
(7.2)

+ .055816nD + .035568n.R + 1.O927n.D/st + 039221n'A

The nitrogen Boil teat interaction variable was deleted from the

model when an analysis showed that its added effect was not

statistically significant. The above equation lists only the

coefficients which are significant at the 5% level or less.

Fall Moisture

The expected independent effect of fall moisture actirLg

through :OUG pound of nitrogen would be to decrease the yield

by .0223 bushel for each inch ef fall moisture. If fall

moisture were acting throuih 50 pounds of nitrogen the expected

The coefficients of Equation (7.2) are listed in Table 7.3
along with their respective standard deviations,

I.
b



Independent 
Variable 

n.t 

U. 

n.R 

n. D/s t 
n.A 

Estimated regression coefficients and corresponding 
standard deviations for two predicting equations. 

ated 
Regression 

Coefficient 

stan. rd 
Deviation 

Multiply each number in this row by 10 
val'4e 

at 
Regression 

Coefficient 

ndard 
Deviation 

o get the actual 
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decrease in yield would be 1.115 bushels for eachinch of fall 

osture, 
The sign of this coefficient adds weight to the suspicions 

of those resoarchers who suggest thEt excessive rowth in the 

fall reduces yields. Excessive fall moisture however, will 

reduce yields only if oi1 and moisture conditions are inadequate 

the following sprin. For inst---ce, if we note tki coefficient 

of the n.S variable we see that with 50 u!lds of nitrogen, the 

yield will be increased by 1.092 bushels for each inch of spring 

rainfall. Thus, if all other things are constaflt in the equation, 

..27258 .02973 .03959 

-.11383 .02089 ...13522 .02513 

-.13685 .02'iOo 

.02229 .00420 .02820 .00503 

.0044 9 .01695 .00539 

o82 .0096k r,rr 0 .01134 

.0337 .00kC8 .04763 .00574 

1.09273 .08340 

.03922 .00866 .03922 .01050 
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and spring moisture i only slightly grter than fall moisture,
there will tend to be a net increase in yield fron thc effects

of these two moisture variables,

Soil Depth

Soil depth is by far the mast important physical feature

in determining yield responses on Condon soils. This is seen

by examining the b value related to soil depth alone and t1e

b value related to the soil depth...soil test ratio. Assuming for

a moment that farms A and B had exactly the same moisture

conditions, the seine amount of nitrogen in the soil, say 30

pounds, and soil depth of 3 and ). feet respectively. The

expected yield response from a pound of nitrogen on farm A would

be .277 bushels whereas the response on farm B would be .369

buabels The effect then of this particular foot of soil is to
increase the yield by about .108 bushels for each pound

nitrogen added. With a 50 pound application, there would be a

difference of approximately .k bushels per acre in favor of the

k foot eoil.
A careful examination of Equation (7.2) will reveal tha

difference in soil depth of one (1) foot will not always

expected to induce the same difforence in yield response. The

variation will be due to the relationship between the soil depth

aLd the soil te.t readiri. For instance, ref erring again to the

above example, ±f farms A arid B both had 100 pounds of nitrogen

in the soil, the expected effect of an addition of 50 pounds



of nitrogen would be to increase the yIeld on farm B

bzshe1 per acre more than on farm A.

Nitrogen in the Soil

The relationship of the soil test reading and soil depth is

shown in Figure 7.2 where yield increase is plotted against soil

test readings at various soil depths. The conditions under which

these relationships hold true are typical of those found in this

experiment specifically, three inches of fall moisture, four

inches of soil moisture and 2.5 inches of spring rainfall. This

figure shows the expected response at a 30 pound nitrogen applica-

tion rate. it will he aesn that for deeper soils generally higher

yield responses are expected. For instance a five foot soil with

a soil test reading of 20 pounds is expected to show approximately

a 12 bushel yield increase from a 30 pound application rate.

If the soil test indicated 100 pounds rather than 20 pounds, the

expected increase would approximately five bushel.

Shallow soils, on the other hand, tend to show lower respon-

ses from nitrogen application, although very insignificant yield

increases can be expected if the nitrogen content of the soils

is sufficiently lOW. For instance, a two foot soil with a soil

test reading showing 10 pounds of available nitrogen would likely

respond as well as a five foot soil with 100 pounds of available

nitrogen. However if shallow soils (2 feet or less) have more

than 50 pounds of availalle nitrogen, a decrease in ye1d is

expected from a 30 pound nitrogen application.

6k
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Figure 7.2. Predicted yield increase from a 30 pound applica-
tion oZ nitrogen under average moisture conditions
on Condon soils.

Application Time

It appears from the analysis of these experiments that a

ring application o nitrogen is almost always followed by

higher yields than is a fall application where made on Condon

soils, Noting the coefficient of the spring application variable

in Equation (7.2) and

5 f.;,

uation (7.3) we see that the expected

6
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yield increase from a spring application over a fall application

would be approximately .0392 bushels per pound ol' nitrogen

added. Therefore, for an application rate of ko pounds, the

yield increase due to spring application alone would be anywhere

from .7 bushel to 2.k bushels, If the .0392 represents the

true average yield increase per potthd of nitrogen because

pring application, the average yield increase at kO pounds would

be about 1.6 bushels. When wheat sells for $1.80 per bushel, a

spring application is expected to be worth about $2.88 per acre

more than a fail application. At higher levels of nitrogen

application, the value of a spring application is greater. .t

lower application rates a spring application is worth correspond-

ingly less, according to the model.

Spring Moisture and Spring Rainfall

The expected effect of an inch of spring rainfall working

through a pound of nitrogen is to increase yields by .0756

bushels per acre. Through 50 pounds of nitrogen the expected

effect of each inch of spring rainfall is to increase yields by

about l.778+ bushels. Thus if two inches of rainfall comes after

a spring application of 50 pounds of nitrogen it might be

expected that 1.778 more bushels per acre would result than

1 This is a statement of the 95 confidence interval. It is
assumed that conditions measured in this experiment are
unbiased estimates of the real conditions. It must be
noted that the procedure of testing several models in order
to select the best model indutes bias into the estimates
of each para.ter.
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only one inch of rain, fell. Spring soil moisture tends to have

a yield 'increasing tendency. Acting upon n ppiication of 0

pounda of nitrogen, each inch of moisture in the soil, at the

time when a spring soil test reading is usually made, will tend

to increase yields by 1.0918 bushels.

An interesting comparison can be made between the value of

various moisture factors and other physical factors. or pur-

poses of comparing the effects of fall moisture, spring moisture,

soil depth, soil test, spring rainfall, and spring application

of nitrogen, the fact that each of these works through nitrogen

can be ignored. Tbi is simply because, for any prediction,
the value of n in quation (7.2) is the same. Thus we see, from

a comparison of the b values, that the effect of one inch

fall moisture will be offset only slightly more than an inch of

spring moisture, Two thirds ol' an inch of spring rainfall will

offset the yield decreasing effect of an inch of fall moisture.

In terms of expected yield increases, an inch and a half of soil

moisture in the spring is worth about one inch of rainfall during

the growing season, A spring application of nitrogen is worth

about one extra inch of spring rainfall or an inch and a half of

spring soil moisture. The comparison between soil depth and the

other variables is a little more difficult since its effect is

shown in two ways. However, it appears from an investigation of

several oher models in which the soil deptheoil test ratio was

excluded, that an extra foot of soil is worth roughly the equivalent



of two inches of spring rainfall and three inches of sprir

moisture.

Est4ating Spring Rainfall

When considering yield response predictions based on

Equation (7.2), a special consideration must be made with refer-

ence to the spring rainfall variable. Spring rainfall is obviously

unknown at the time the decision is made to apply fertilizer.

It can either be ignored or it can be estimated. In either Case,

the variance associated with the prediction will be somewhat

greater than that variance in&icated in Table 7,1, If rainfall

can be estimated with some precision, the results, in terms of

predicting accuracy, will be enhanced.

It may be that some farms quite consistently get more pre-

cipitation in the critical spring months than other farms. This

may be because of their favorable locations with referencc to

establis1ed rainZaU patterns. The local weather bureau may have

information which would be helpful in deteraining expected spring

rainfall in a particular area. Very often there are general

long range predictions which would cover the period in question.

If no information is available, or if it is not considered worth-

while to obtain this information, the average value for the

rainfall measurements taken in tbi experiment may be used. This

value i 3.kI inches.
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Predicting Equation Based upon the Fall Nitrate Nitrogen Soil
Test Readirg

If for some reason it is considered desirable or necessary

to make an application in the fall, based upon a fall nitrate

nitrogen soil test reading, Equation (7.3) can give somo useful

guidance with respect to the amounts to apply and the responses

to expect. The predicting equation, with the appropriate

coeUicients, is

-.1k4585n -..0013522n2 ....OQl368,n.t ..-,028205n.F
(7.3)

+ .016950n.S + .O7982n.D + .0k7630 .R + .03922kn.A

As was mentioned earlier, the results of a fall nitrate

nitrogen test can be used to indicate the optimum emount of nitro-

gen to be applied with a spring application. If this is done,
Equation (7,3) should be used, In this case the spring applica-

tion term, A, takes the value of 1. Generally, however, it is

expected that the use of this equation would be limited to the

situation where there is either some defInite known a&vantare in

making a fall application or where there is some practical neces-

sity involved in the decision. In the latter case the A tern

takes a zero (0) value. This simply ignores the n.A term in

the equation.

From an examination of the coefficients of Equations (7.3)

and (7.2) it will be seen that there is a aeneral agreement as

to the implied relationships between variables. A spring
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Tho soil depth-coil test ra did not appear to add any

significant information when the fall nitrate reading forried the

basis of the ratio. However, the fall nitrate ititrogen coil test

did add a significant anount of information when incorporated

into the equation in the form of a linear interaction term

involving nitrogen application. The implicationc which can be

drawn from both equations are roughlr equivalent with respect to

nitrogen present in the coil. Both eouationc indicate that coils

which have a hih nitrogen content respond less to further nitro-

gen applications. However, the spring nitrate reading arontly

detects aonething that the fall nitrate test does not; that is,

the statistical analysis i able to detect a quite logical

relationship between available nitrogen and soil depth when the

spring nitrate nitrogen test is used. The fact that the variances

of the prediction is lowered further substantiates this conclusion,

Inao2.'i as the cprin coil moisture reading is not known when

the decision to apply fertilizer is made, an ectiistc of -prin

moisture must be made. An oouation was developea which would pro-

dict spring moisture on the basis of the coil depth and the fall

70

application of nitrogen is worth roughly the equivalent of an

inch of rainfall. At tho same time about two-thirds of an inch

of spring rainfall offsets the yield decreasing effects of an

inch of fall moisture. An additional foot of coil is worth

roughly one cmi onenalx inches ox spring rain.



iroisture readings. The equation for this prediction

= .51087 + 1.11598 D

71

(7..)

where all terms are defined as in the original model. This Can

be put directly into Equation (7,3) in the place of the spring
moisture term. The new equation thus formed is

-..11fk5855n .00l3522n2 -,00i3685n'st ,0195k53nF

+ .098k972n'D .*76299n.R

The spring rainfall must be estimated for Equation (7.5)

for the same reasons that it was necessary

for Equation (7.2). Again historical data

ular location may be useful in determining

Long term forecasts may not be as accurate

to estimate rainfall

relative the partic-

rainfall expectations.

where the forecast

interval is approximately ten months when a fall application is

to be made as compared to three months when a spring application

is to be made.

The mean, variance, and standard deviation for the yield

increase at each treatment level is given in Table 7.3 Note

that there is an increasing variation in the yield response as

nitrogen rates are increased. This table indicates that if

yield response estimates were based solely upon the mean value

of the yield response at the 20 pound treatment level, the

estimate would be within approximately 7.3k bushels of the true

The variance associated with this equation is 1.136 and the
correlation coefficient R is 0.8k.



Treat- Average Standard ft o s 95% Confidence

response 95% of the time. If the yield response estir'ate were

based solely upon the mean value of the responses at L1., 60, $,

and 100 powc3. treatment levels, the estimates would be within

approximately 13.51, 16.86, 18.82, and 23.23 bushels of the true

responses respectively, 95% of the time.

Yield response estimates which do not take into consideration

the various moisture factors and soil conditions tend to leave a

considerable amount of question as to the true application

response. In other words, a farmer is taking quite a chance when

applying fertilizer based upon recommendations which have not

considered soil and moisture conditious. Some farmers obviously

would do well to apply 100 pounds of nitrogen per acre, whereas

others would do well to apply none at all. At ko pounds,

which is the approximate average economic optimum rate of applica-

tion, some farmers would lose not only the +.3o per acre for the

72

Table 7.. Sumnary of statistics showing estimated confidence
limits of yield increase estimates based on the
average yield increases from each treatment rate on
Condon soils.

ment
level

yield
increase

Variance deiation limits
Upper Lower

20 3.565 lk.0356 3.7k6k 7.3k29 10.908 -3.778

5.328 k7.5107 6.8928 13.O99 18.838 -8.182
60 5.k17 7k.0380 8,6ok 16.86k9 22.282 -ll.kk8
80 k.690 92.2070 9.602k 18.8207 23.511 -lk.131
100 !f.261 iko.o6 11.8535 23.2329 27.k9k -18.972
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cost of nitrogen, hut also about $20 per acre fvr the decrease

in yields. Another farmer, applying ko pounds, would get an

increase of about 25 bushel per acre; but if 100 pounds had been

applied, an increase of 35 bushel could have been obtained. Not

having applied the extra 60 pounds would have cost him $10 per

acre when compared to the economic optimum. Of course, it

not possible to predict with any model exactly what the true

response will be. Thus, there will continue to be a gamble

associated with recommendations based on almost any criteria.

The point Is that the uncertainty can be significantly reduced,

when recommendations are based on the results of this study.

The confidence interval of for Equation (7.2) and Equation

(7.5) id be extremely difficult to compute in the usual

manner (26, p. kk2). The difficulty arises from the fact that

each variable In the predicting equation changes for each

treatment level. Furthermore, the usual procedure assumes that

the variance is equal throughout the treatments. An exaiination

of Table 7.3 will show that the variance is not at all equal.

Therefore, a more direct method for obtaining an estimate of the

confidence interval was devised. The method followed was to pre-

dict first the yield increase from each of the '+k different

sets 0 conditions, From each predicted value was subtracted the

actual yield increase value correeponding to each individual

set of conditions. The result, of course, was the faroiliar

( -t) or deviation froro regression. The deviation squared
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and summed over each treatment level ± an estimate of the error

sum of squares. From this procedure the data in Table 7.k was

obtained,

Table 7.k, Confidence interval of the yield increa
estimate.

'uation
Standard
deviatio

Treatmen
level

Ci devia

ConZdence interval is 4ven by

ius or ninus (t02r)5 gives the interval within which

95% of t1e true values foil. Thus, f prediotios at 20 pounds
of nitrogen based upon Equation (7.2), the true value fell within

about 5. bushels of the predicted value 95% of the time. t kG

pounds tile predicted values were rithin about 8.7 bushels of the

true val e 95% of the time. Similarly for Equation (7.5) the

true va1 ec fell within plus or ninuc (t025) (column 1+)

95% of U e tine.

1t1 ou;1 there is considerable risk involved with so called

optimum ritrogen rate recommendations based upon either Equation

(7.2) or (7,5) the risk would e roatiy reduced from

3

(t
025)

2.911k7 5.7716 2.9973 5.877
k,k299 8,68a6 5.0601 9.9178
5.1337 10.0621 6.oik 11.8607
5,73b 11.2k39 b.8822 13.1f891

5.3057 l0.992 7.6030 lk,9019

ko

60

8o

100
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ndations based on an average yield response function

fitte, to nitrogen rate applications alone. This can be seen

forcefully by comparing the standatd deviation of Tables 7.3 and

7.*,

It is interesting in this connection to make an estimate

the aility of the model to predict acroao locations. A sample

ro locations was drawn and the yields on each of the four

repliation plots on each treatment rate were obtained. From the

total sum of squares of this data was subtracted the treatment

sum of squares and the replication sum of squares. This left

the replication by treatment interaction sum of squares which,

after appropriate divisions, gives an estimate of the variance

of the niean yields. The estimate of the variance by this method

was 6O23 bushels. When this amount i compared to the estimate

of th deviations from regression in our best model (21.73k2

bushe3s for the spring nitrate nitrogen reading) an estimate

the aility of the model t0 predict across different locations

obtained. If the model was a perfect model the two estimates

would be the same. Since they are not equal in this case (6.023

versua 2l.73k2) we conclude that the model is not highly success-

ful in going across locations. At least the greater part of the

varjatjon is locational rather than within treatments. This

could mean that the variables measured in this analysis are not

suffiiently accurate or inclusive enough to eliminate the

compo.eut of variation due to locational differences. Thus
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there ia considerable model by location variation. This does not

indicate that the model is not useful for predictIve purposes.

It simply rieans that there is considerable improvement which can

b made in both the model and the measurements of factors

effecting yields.

Presentation for Practical Aplication

It is easily recognized that, for the most part, very few

farmer or fertilizer dealers are willing or able to solve either

Equatin (7.2) or Equation (7.5) for optimum solutions. For this

reason a simpler method of finding a solution was formulated.

The siplified method takes advantage of the fact that most of

the relationships in the equation are linear. Equation (7.2) and

rly Equation (7.5) can be expressed symbolically as

Since the b's in the above equation are constant, the value

of that part of the equation inside the parentheses would be

oonstaxt if each of the variables (F, 8, D, R, st) were defined

to hav a particular value. We could conveniently call the

enclosed part of the Equation (76) "K" (or K1 in the event

Equatiorn (7.5) were considered). Thus, for any defined values

of soi depth, fall moisture, spring moisture, expected spring

rainfall, and soil nitrogen reading, Equations (7.2) and (7.5)

cah be expressed as



= n 

=n ( 

77 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

values for low, medium, and high rainfall expectations 
arb computed by using 1.5, 2.5 and ).5 inches respectively 

in Equations (7.2) and (7.5). 

S ecifically, K5 represents the solution for the linear 

portiox of Equation (7.2) for specific values of fall moisture, 

spring moisture, soil depth, expected spring rainfall, and a 

spring nitrate nitrogen reading. The k value likewise represents 

specif-Ic values for the variable factors; however in this case, 

only tie soil depth, the fall moisture, the fall nitrate nitrogen 

readin, and the expected rainfall need be considered. For 

convez$enco, the K values have been computed and tabled. Each 

variabe is tabulated incrementally over a relevant range 

while he others are held constant. The K values are listed in 

Table 7.5. The Kf values are listed in Table 7.6. 

The four sections of Table 7.5 represent 2, 3, k, and 5 

foot soils respectively. Each column in each table represents 

specifed fall and spring moisture readings. Within each column 

are tbee tiers representing low, medium, and high spring rainfall 

expectations. Each line within a tier represents a spring 

n±trate nitrogen soil test reading. The values of these soil 

range variously from 10 to 100 pounds of nitrogen per acre. 



High

Low

High

10
20
30
i0
50
70
10
20
30
40
50
70
10
20
30

50

LO .332
20 .1723
30 .1176
40 .0903
60 .0650
80 .0493
10 .3718
20 .2078
30 .1532

Medium 40 .1259
60 .0986
8o .0849
10 .4073
20 . 23k
30 .i388
+0

:'..sture

0
30
40
50
70
90
20
30
ko
50
70
90
20
3°
40
5°
70
.7'-,--------..Iai.L ioisture

Sing Moisture
Rainrall Soil Tee

30
*0
50
60
8o
100
30
40
50
60
8o

.7

.0623

.0259

.0076

.0033

.2071

.0978

.o6ik
0432

.0323
.0193
.2427
.1334
.0970
.0788
00679

.5

312].
266

.2393

.2211

.1983

.1846

.3477

.3022

.2748

.2566
2339

100 .2202
30 .3833
40 .3377
50 .3104
60 .2922
80 .2694

9 .2152
o84i .1060 .0618
.0477 .0695 .025k
.0293 .0513 .0072
,oiB6 .0404 -.0037
.006]. .0279 -.0162
.2290 .2508 .2067
.1197 .1415 .0974
.0833 .1051 k.o6lo
.0650 .0869 .0428oki .0760 .0318
.oki6 .0635 .0193
.2645 .2864 .2422
.1553 .1771 .1330
uB3 .1407 .0963
.1006 .1225 .0733
.0897 .1113 .0674
0772 .0990 .0549aen - -..- -. --

*3
.2050
.1504
.1231
.0958
.0821
,ko4
.206
.1860
.1386
.1313
.1177
.kkoi
.2762
.2215
..e.42
.1669
4.5

.2930

.2201
.1837
.i6i8
.1369
.1230
.3285
.2557
.2193
.1974
.1724
.1586
.3641
.2913
.2548
.2330
.2080
.1941---------------------,

.017

.2373

.1831

.1285

.1149
L;.373

.2734

.2187

.1914

.i6ki

.1504

.4728

.3089

.2543

.1996

5

9 .377
.2994 .3321
.2720 .3048
.2538 .2866
.2311 .2638
.2174 .2502
.2805 .4132
.3349 .3677
.3076 .3404
,2394 .322].
.2666 .2994
.2530 .2857
.4160 .4488
.3705 .4032
.3432 .3759
.3250 .3577
.3022 .3349

n

ii

.1929 .21 .170
.0837 .1055 .o6ik
.0472 .0691 .0249
.0290 .0509 .0067
.0181 .0399 -.0042
.0056 .0274 -.0167
.2285 .2303 .2062
.1192 .1411 .0969
.0828 .1046 .0605
.0646 .0864 .0423
.0537 .0755 .0314
.0412 .0630 .0189
.2641 .2859 .2418
.ik8 .1766 .1325
.ii8k .1402 .0961
.1002 .1220 .0779
.0892 .1111 .0669
.0767 .0986 .0545 .0763 .098].

.3357 3.5 012

.1718 .2046 .2373

.1172 .1499 .1827

.0899 .1226 .1554

.0625 .0953 .1281

.0489 .0816 .1144

.3713 .4041 .4368

.2074 .2401 .2729
.2183

.1254 .1582 .1909
.0981 .1309 .1636
.o8k .1172 .1500
.4069 .4396 .4724
.2430 .2757 .3083
.1883 .2211 .2538
.1610 .1938 .2265
.1337 .166'+ .1992

28.1855

9

.1925
u.0832

.0468
0286

.0176

.0052
.2280
.1186
.0823
.0641
.0332
0407

.2636
.1543
.1179
.0997
.0888

.1050

.0686

.0504

.0395

.0270
.2499
1406

.1042

.0860

.0750

.0626

.2855

.3.762

.1398

.1213
1106

.3257 35&5 23. .31 1 .3 .9

.2529 .2856 .2083

.2164 .2492 .1721

.1946 .2273 .1502
.1696 .2024 .1253
4557 .1885 .1114
.3613 .3940 .3169
.2884 .3212 .2441
.2,20 .2848 .2077
.2302 .2629 .1858
.2052 .2379 .1608
.1913 .224). .1470
.3969 .4296 .3525
,32k0 .3568 .2797
.2876 .3203 .2432
.2657 .2985 .2214
.2408 .2735 .1964
.2269 .2596 .1325

9.

5 3..3 .3221 .3 9
.2552 .2880 .3207 .2766 .3094
.2279 .2607 .2934 .2493 .2820
.2097 .2424 02752 .2311 .2638 .2966
.1869 .2197 .252k .2083 .2411 .273&
.1733 .2060 .2388 .1947 .2274 .2602
.3363 .3691 .4018 .3577 .3905 .4232
.2908 .3235 .3563 .3122 .3449 .3777
.2635 .2962 .3290 .2849 .3176 .3504
.2453 .2780 .3108 .2666 .2994 .3322
.2225 .2553 .2880 .2439 .2766 .3094
.2088 .2416 .2743 .2302 .2630 .2957
.,719 .4046 .4374 .3933 .4260 .k88
.3264 .3591 .3919 .3477 .3805 .4133
.2990 .3318 .646 .3204 .3332 .3859
.2808 .3136 .3463 .5022 .3350 .3677
.2581 .2908 .3236 .2794 .3122 .3450

100 .2558 .2885 .3213 .2444 .2772 .3099 .2658 .2 8 .331k
3

.1714 .1932 .2150

.1167 .1386 .1604

.0894 .1112 .1331

.062]. .0839 io&

.o484 .0703 .0923.

.3708 .3927 .4145

.2069 .2288 2506

.1523 .174]. .1960
.1250 .1468 ,1687
.0977 .1195 .1413
.o8ko .1058 .1277
.4064 .4282 .4501
.2425 .2643 2862
.1879 .2097 2315
.1605 .1624 2042
.1332 .1551 .1769

.2315 .2642 .2970
.1951 .2278 .2606
.1732 .2060 .2387
1482 .1810 .2137

.1343 .1671 .1999

.3399 .3727 .ko4
2671 .2998 .3326

.2306 .2634 .961

.2088 .2415 .2743

.1838 .2166 .2493

.1699 .2027 .233'+
03755 .4082 .4kb
.30a6 .3354 .3681
.2662 .2990 .3317
. 2443 .2771 .3099
.2194 .2521 .2849

l .2382 .2710

.2413 .2740
.2376.i8o .2157.i8o .1908

.1441 .1769

.3497 .3824
.2768 .3096
.2404 .2732
.a86 .2513
.1936 .2263
.1797 .2125
.3853 .4180
.3124 .3452
.2760 .3087
.2541 .2869
.2292 .2619
.2153 .2480

Table 7.5. values

Low

Mediuni

High
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in table 7,1 each column represents a specified soil depth

and a spcified fall moisture reading. The tiers and. lines are

the some for Table 7.5,

Wit: Equations (7,2) and (7.5) expressed in the form of

(7.7) an (7.8) it is a simple tatter to derive equations to

and

and soiv g for n gives us the optimizing equations

2bn

b2n

(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.11

(7.12

when signs are changed to account for the fact that b.., must

always be minus, since the value of 2b2ic constant, Equations

(7.11) and (7.12) can be firther reduced to

80

Taking a vantage of each function with respect to n, we ge

g ach equation equal to the nitrogen-wheat price ratio

deterink the econonically optimwn nitrogen application rates.



for spr 

for fall 

The 

would be 

column 7 

moisture 

p/p 
14 J 

.O0223 

g applications and 

p / 
U 

.0027 

applicatins. With quations (7.7) 

Soi4 depth 
Fa]4 moisture reading 

Spz4ng moisture reading 
Sprng soil nitrogen reading 

Expcted rainfall 

(7.1k) derived, a wide variety of information can be obtained 

rather e ally. 

To lustrate the use cf Tables 7,5 and 7.6 with Equations 

(7,7), ( .8), (7.13), and (7.1k), one may take a simple example 

and work out several solutions. Suppose, first, that a farmer 

with the following information available to him is interested 

in knowizg what the likely yield response would be from a given 

spring 
4trogo 

application 

k feet 
5.2 inchez 
6.0 inches 
20 pounds/acre 

2.5 inches 

81 

(7 13) 

(7,1k) 

(7.13), and 

tabulated K value, covrezponding to the above data, 

.3169. hi value is found in Table 7.5, section 3, 

tier 2, line 1 within this tier. The value of the fall 

reading in the table for this example would be 5 inches 



since 1 it is closest to 5.2 (the actual value of the reading

With t .e value of K a farmer can now compute the expected

yield esponse for a given range of nitrogen applications by

using Equation (7.7). The expected value at 50 pounds in

this example would

so i69 (.001133) oJ

&3169 .05693

[.26] = 13 bushels/acre

The expected yield. increase for 60 pounds would be

= 60 (.3169 .0683)

= Go (.2k86)

= ik.9 bushels per acre,

Other :olutions at other rates of nitrogen application may

made b simply changing the value of n in the equation.

using Equation (7.13) the farmer can predict the most

economi4ca]. rate of nitrogen application. Assuming that the price

ratio df nitrogen to wheat ( / P) is $.12 / i.8o, the optimum

soiuti*n ia simply

.3169± .o667

= .2502 = 110 pounds/acre0

ma'Llt
car.

is

greater accuracy is desired, straiiit line interpolation
be used,

must be remembered that Table 7.5 is only to be used in
nection with Equations (7.7) and (713) while Table 7.6
to be used with Equations (7.8) and (7.1k).

82
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3oil depth
Fall moisturo reading
xpected spring rainfall

Fall nitrogen soil test reading

value i found in coluin 9,

k feet
5.2 inches
2.5 inches
20 ppunds

ier 2, line 2 corresponding to a

If a farmer had eteriined to make a fall application and
at the anie time had the following information available to him,

that i

he woul. use Table 7,6 to find the appropriate K. value. The

approprate Kq value in th above illustration Is .24yf. This

soil tet of 20 pounds. The solution in this example, for the
expecte yield increase from an application of 50 pounds, is
8.8 bus els per acre, The optimum application rate of nitrogen

is 6 p unds under the assumption that nitrogenwheat price

ratio i .l2 / ti.80. (The reader caa verify these olution
in orde to make sure he follows the procedure.)

Xn accordance with the principles set down in Chapter

what a farmer should do under certain ocononiic conditions can

easily e seen. Suppose, for example, that a particular decision
maker i a tenant who pars all fertilizer costs but receives
only 8o9 of the crop for his own disposal. Suppose, further,
that he has a hortago of operating capital such that he feels
he can 1ze a fertilizer investment only if each dollar spent

has an. expected return no less than $l50.

To scive this problem, one would simply adjust the P

ratio so that it iet the restrictions which are set. The farmer
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nutrient.

CHAPTER VIII

Z1flfi4ARY AND CONCLUSION

re is much uncertainty rith resDect to th question of

is the nu,triont ro

arioua zitrogen tests since the amount of soil nitrogen available

for plan use varies widely from one period of time to another.

Again, t4e ability to measure the available nitrogen is particu

t often sup;lementei by coimiercial fertilizers

in the Oregon wheat area.

arnie considerations are often given inadequate attention

i.n currezt iertiljzer reconnenaationa, Recommendations have gone,

itrogen application recommendations. This uncertainty

rincipally because it has not been possible to determine

y the underlying physical relationships between the

actors which determine ycild responses. Conflict still

th reference to the effects on wheat yields of moisture

s times du.ring the growir ceason. The significance

pth well as the nutrient ive]. of the soil needs

tudy.

latod question deals with the various tests for soil

The question concerns the ability of any test to

ccurately the amount of existing nutrient in the soil.

tion is of Darticular interest in th case ol' the

].ariy iiii ortant in the context of this analysis since nitrogen

proper

remains

accurat

Various

exists

at vario

of soil

further

Ar



and in

of i

maximum

to whoa

E:f

diacus

ships b

conditi

sion eq

tions)

jointly

suhj

eases still go to farmers directed toward the goal

urn yields. This i seldom consistent with the goal of

profits. Profit maximization ir likely of more interest

farmers than obtaining maximum yields.

arts in this study were directed toward the three questions

d above. In order to estimate the basic physical relation-

tween yield responses and the effects of soil and noisture

'us acting through nitrogen applications, two basic regres

ations were proposed. These two models (mathematical equa-

ere fitted to data obtained from experiments cond.ucted

by the United States Department of Agriculture and the

Soils Department of Oregon State University over the k year period

under various soil and moisture conditions.

The first model, examined in Chapter VI, estimated the param-'

eters involved in predicting total yIelds. This as a quadratic

polynomial of the form

B1N + B2? + B3

N.S +

the restriction

+ )st

N.D + B10N.R + e

B(

86

N. F

(6.3)

(6.

between 1953 and 1957. These experiments were primarily designed

to esti flate the wheat yield responses from nitrogen applications



87

where, for a particular location, ! is yield, N is total nitrogen

avaiia lo in the soil after n pounds of commercial nitrogen has

been ajdded S is spring soil moisture, is spring rainfall, and

at is tho nitrogen soil test reading. A , a parameter to be

eatima1ted i a proportionality constant which relates the nitrogen

measurd in the soil to that plied from commercial sources.

ihe estimates of the parameters using this model were

inconlusive, especially when the various soil nitrogen tests

were -ubstituted into the model. The extreme variability of the

data as seen as the major restriction to the effectiveness of

this odel,

he second model, discuaed in Chapter VII, was designed to

eat te the parameters involved in predicting yield increases.

This ode]. took the form of the familiar quadratic polynomial.

This odl was fitted to the data ten different times, A differs.

ent sil teat formed the basis of the estimate of available soil

nitroen. In this way an evaluation of each soil testing method

could be made. Each soil test was evaluated on the basis of its

ebili y to reflect (through the model) the true yield response.

conclusion, based upon this analysis, is that a nitrate

nitroen soil teat taken in the spring is superior to any of the

other indicators tested. The best fall indicator is the nitrate

Yield increase for a particular location ref ere to the dif-
frence between the yield where no nitrogen is applied and
te yield where a specified application is made, The
treatment data for each location was correlated by the
check plot yield for each location.



nitrogen test. However, the fall nitrate nitrogen reading i

only el ghtly superior to other fall readings. The spring

nitrate nitrogon reading is vastly superior to any of the fall

reading. and does a considerably better job than any other

spring eading.

Th predicting equation which best characterized the data

when a .pring nitrate nitrogen test formed the basis of the

eatimat; of available soil nitrogen was

require

appropr

Th

when a

or use

.27258n -..0011383n' ...022291n.F + ,021837n.S
(7.2)

+ ,0558l6n'D + .035568n'R + l.09273n'D/st+ .039221n'A

where t e symbols are the sante as for Equation (6.1) except that

A stanth for a spring application of nitrogen. This equation

would b used to form the basis of predictions made when

applicaione were to be made in the spring. It would, of course,

liat a spring nitrate nitrogen reading be used as the

ate variable.

predicting equation which best characterizes the data

all nitrate nitrogen soil test is used in the model is

...1k1+588n -..00l3522n' ...00l3683nost ...028205nF

,01695n.S + .079582n.D + .0k763n.R + 03922kn.A

in predicting yield responses based on a fall nitrogen

(703)

application, two variables would have to be estimated, namely,



spring Moisture and spring rainfall, Furthermore, A in the

equatio would take the value of zero, For simplicity a revised

form of Equation (7.3) was derived in which spring moisture was

eatimatd from fall moisture and soil depth. This equation is

= -.lk1585n_ ,OOl352n' .0013633nast .0l95k5n'F

yields

seems t

respons

excessi

itroge:

ing spr:

equatioziS.

han a fall application, on Condon soils.

be the most important factor in determining yield

s from applications of fertilizer. It also appears that

fall moisture can reduce the yield response from

if adequate moisture is not available during the follow

rt, The estimated magnitude of the effects thus

described are given in the coefficients of each of the above

With the basic physical relationships estimated for yield

responses on Condon soils, an economic analysis can be made,

A general recommendation for all Condon soils under "average"

conditions was not made. However, b use of Table 7.5 and 7,6

an estirate of the economically optimum application rate can be

made rather easily for any specific set of conditions. The

equatioLs to ce use in connection with these tables are as

follows:

39

e soil depth

+ .098k97n Ok763)u. R

pring application of nitrogen will generally give higher



useful

gen app

to the

partic

thez'e .uation (7.13) gives the economically optimum nitrogen

rate wb-n a spring application is made based on a spring nitrate

nitroge soil test, and Equation (7.1k) is the economically

optimum nitrogen application rate where a fall alDplication is

made ba;ed on a fall nitrate nitrogen test. K is the value

tabu1atd in Table 7,5 and is the value tabulated in Table 7.6.

The rat o P/ P is the ratio of the cost of one pound of nitrogen

to the 4rice of one bushel of wheat.

It appears from an analysis of the several varaince compon-

ents that there is considerable improvement which could be made

in the oi1 predicting model and also the measurements of

physic conditions which effect yields. The greater part of

the var nce not accounted for by the model is probably due to

1ocatioa]. differences. However the model can still be very

predicting yield responses and economic optimu. nitro-

ication rates where no other information is had relative

rue nitrogen-wheat yield response function for a

ar location.

- pn / Py
(7.13)

.002B
and

(7 1k)
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Application Yield Dushe
ode unib

1437 1+1+6 1+51+ 1+55 1+57

0 28,7 30.5 36.8
20 3k.8 25.9 1+2,0
1+0 35,8 19.2 48.1Fall 60 38,0 18.1+ 47.].
80 32. 19.2
100 39.7 14.3 41.3

Code Numbers

31.3 33.2
34.0 41,9
36.1 ko,k
32.6 1+0.8
33.8 39.0
29.1+ 33.9

6

n_ -

0 28.7 30.5 36.8 31.3 35,2 36.6 14.1+
20 31.2 27,0 43,9 32.0 42,3 ko. 13.9
1+0 37.2 3,5 1+3.0 3#.2 41.6 4o.8 16.1Spring 60 3.8 21.7 1+8.2 33.8 40.6 39.8 14,38o 39.4) 23.2 1+5.9 32.0 38,0 41.2 13,1+.100 ,3b.O 21.0 4k,3 )].1 7.7 8.o 14.3

The first digit in tie code represents the ylar (1953-37) ii which the data was gathered, -The second digit in the code number represents the county in which the experiment was performed; a 2 represents Gilliarn County, a 3 represents Norrow County, a 1+ represents Wasco, and a
5 stands for Sherman county. Thus the number 1+23 would have been performed in Gilliam Countyon the crop harvested in 1931+, It would have been experimental number 3 within that county.

0 31.3 12.6 29.3 28.3 21,8 42,1 25.9 31,6
20 30,8 16,6 30.0 29.3 27.7 50,1+ 296

Fall 40
60

28,9
23.5

20,7
22,1

30.2
28.3

27.1+
214.9

30.5
28

52.3
46,0

29 3
29.1

I 5
47,8

21+ 25,7 28.7 19.9 31.1+ 45.0 28,6 1+8 2

0 12.6 29.3 28,3 21.8 42,1 23,9 31.6
20 34,0 21.0 32.9 29.5 25.4 1+8,2 30,3 39,7

26.7Spring 40 33.6 34,4 30.5 30.8 55,1 31.7 39.2
60
80

1.8 28.9 31.9
34.9

31.5
30.0

35.6
28.3

1+7,9
54.8

32.7
31.4

1+2 3

___-____ CeS
Code Numbers

525 526 527 535 553 s8 5310 623

0 28.0 18,0 31.1+ 16.9 29,7 al.6 21,2 27,1
20 31+ 8 21,1 1+0,0 21.6 31,3 22.6 18.4 2918Fall 1+0 35.1 26,2 1+7.1 2310 30,1 20 1+ 11+ 6 28.0
60 37.5 28,2 1+3.8 19,9 32.1 18,5 10 6 29,2
80 34.2 27,7 1+6,7 0lo.3 29,0 17,1+ 6.4 28 2
100 31.2. 28 2 1+2.3 17.3 32.5 17.5 6.8 30,6
0 8.0 18.0 31.4 16.9 29.7 21.6 21,2 27,1
20 36.2 21+ 7 35.2 19.2 32.8 21.6 19.5 £ 02t,

Spring
1+0

60
39.0
39.2

27,1+
28 o

1+0.7
45.7

20.3
22.9

33.2
32.7

21.1+
20.7

2
16.2

24,3
26.380

100
38.7
33..? flS

.26.5
26.1ae

42.6
47.0

19.3
19.1+

31.733,5 19.9 11.5
9.4

27.5
2.9- _______ en

Code Numbers
632 F 7 6Z3 6io 722 7

.0 29,1+ 21+ 6 33,0 17.8 22 8 1+0,2 24,6
Fell

20
ko
60
80
100

39
51
575
62.1+
63o

9 30,9
33,1
32.1+
26,7
32.8

37.9
1+1+ 9
51+ 9
60.4
62.9

21+ 1
2913
32,9
29,9
31.0

28 0
30.6
31 9
29.9
32.5

1+105
1+1,2
3903
33,4
33,8

2101
i4,1+
3.2.9
10 6
10.5

Spring

0
20
1+0

60
8o
100Sasfl*

29,1+
40,8

58
59.3
66,8--

6
8

______ -

24,6
30,2
31,0
32.3
31 9
34.6

33.0
36,1+
k. 2
51,0
31,2
60,2

17 8
24,4
25,7
28.6
25.7
3. 8

22,8
26 9
33 ].
31 2
29,6
30 2

+0,2
4i,8
1+2,5
42,4
39.4
37,14

21+ 6
1910
1905
16 3.
3.4.9

, _,

APPDIX

DATA USED IN THE ANALYSIS

Table 1. Nitrogen applicatioit and yield responses on Condon soils, 19531957.

36.6 14.1+
37.6 16 2
1+1 1+ 13,1+
39 2 13.2
35.3 12.6
36,5 9.6



Table 2 Soi and moisture conditions for 0 locations on Condon soils
Inchea of Moisture Soil

(feetj

16

2.75
2,30
2 25
2 75
3 50
5 00
2.50
3.25
3 50
3,00
4,00
2.75
3 25
2 75
2,25
3.00
3,00
2.50
4,50
3.50
2.50
2.50
2.25
2+ 00

3,00
4.50
3.50
11.00

2+ 00

2 00

Soil Teat Readings pound8 acre
Nitrate Nitrogen Nitrifiable Nitrogen
a11 S .i Fall rin

i 04

14
114.

43
62
55

13
59
38
37
22
'+9

'+4

50
55
1+9

56

31
20

111
'7
101

Ammonia
Fail S ring

51 15 63- 91i

9 26 10 61
31 27 17 67
18 35 22 53 60
18 17 39 48 69
69 19 18 72 130
31 19 11 55 32
3]. 12 20 43 77
37 27 31 38 56
33 17 19 53 48
26 10 28 77 37
28 20 31 66 56
57 17 18 6 57
38 20 17 31f 49
33 22 13 '+7 51
1+9 '+2 11 27 54
10 61 47 75 180
L3 85 34 87 133
39 6 16 54 88
33 27 9 55 119
21 42 7 22
2+5 30 10 69

10+ 39 4]. 89 53
51 28 28 182 168
35 36 23 113 9Lf

57 27 14 133 75
34 39 20 11 127 95
33 42 21 8 118 78
26 6i 19 22 84 88
2 1+ 12 26 6 8

Fall Spring__Rainfall

2+22+ 3.2 3.9 2.9
2+27 1.5 2.1 2.9
1+31 3.3
437 1.3 3.5 3,33
41+6 3.5 6.6 2.31
kk 4.6 7.3 2.16
455 2.5 4.7 2.26
LI.57 2.6 .8 2.20
525 5.11 5,7 3,33
526 1.8 2.8 2.72
527 3.9 5.2 1.89
533 1.2 2.3 3.12.
553 5.0 2.2 3.18

3.9 3.7 2.29
5510 3.3 3.1 2.67
623 .9 4.6 3.41
632 1.1 4.2 3.69
632+ 1.3 3,9 3.24
657 3.2 7.2 3.31
658 3.78
6510 2.1 .8 3.6].
722 4.72 5.8 1.77
723 3.1 4.7 .82
732 5.69 9.6 1.36
733 2.53 4.2+ .89
751 4.79 8.0 .98
753 4.47 5.0 1.12
751k 4.93 7.6 .92
756 3.54 8.4 .88

Code Soil Moisture Spring Depth




